TaiWan QuanWei
Screw-type air compressor

Using and Maintenance
Instructions

Foreword
First of all, Thank you for choosing our Quan Wei screw-type air compressor, I hope it will serve
you well. The products of our company have been inspected and tested strictly before leaving the factory, but
in order to ensure that the machine can be used safely, reliably and durably, the operation and maintenance
personnel are requested to read the instructions carefully before the operation of the unit. Fully grasp the
operational norms and skills of the air compressor group, so that the air compressor in good working
condition for a long time.

If you have something do not understand the contents in this manual, please
contact us as soon as possible, we will serve you wholeheartedly!

Safety attention operation
Please read carefully before operating the air compressor:
1. The ground must be flat and strong in the position of the air compressor, and there should be no

flammable smoke or steam around it, such as thinners for paint, otherwise there will be a fire or
explosion;
2. Installation of pipe welding, should pay attention to prevent welding sparks fall into the air
compressor or splashing into the air compressor cover, avoid burning down some parts of the air
compressor;
3. The power supply line leading to the air compressor must match its power and install the air
switch, fuse wire and other safety devices. In order to ensure the reliable safety of electrical
equipment, there must be grounding device;
4. A very short time before starting the compressor (about 1 second), check the direction of rotation,
must ensure that the direction of rotation of the air compressor is correct, otherwise a few seconds
may cause damage to the compressor air end;
5. The air compressor shall confirm that the power supply has been cut off and the system is not
under pressure when it is overhauled or maintained, and shall mark the warning signs such as
"overhaul" or "no closing" at the power supply;
6. When the unit is in operation, do not loose, remove any pipe accessories, joints and devices. The
unit is filled with high pressure and high temperature liquid and gas, which can cause serious
personal injury accident.
7. The compressor cannot work under the exhaust pressure specified by the nameplate, otherwise
the motor will be overloaded, resulting in the motor and compressor stopping;
8. Before carrying out maintenance (such as re-inject new oil) and maintenance work on the
compressor, it is necessary to:
1) Stopping the unit;
2) Cutting off the power supply to ensure that the compressor is out of power;
3) Ensure that the compressor system is free of pressure.
9. The relief valve is installed on the oil separator seat. Once the gas pressure in the system exceeds
the set pressure, the gas will be released through the valve. Check the cause of over-pressure at this
time;
10. After the air compressor runs for a certain time, the safety valve, temperature sensor, pressure
sensor and other protection systems should be inspected regularly to ensure its sensitivity and
reliability. It is generally inspected once a year;
11. Must use our company designated recommended screw air compressor special oil, prohibit
mixed use of different grades of lubricating oil.
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1.0 General rules and specifications for screw air compressors
1.1 Brief introduction of Screw injection Air Compressor
Fuel injection screw air compressor has become the mainstream of the development of air compressor in
the world. It has the characteristics of reliable operation, less easily damaged parts, low vibration, low noise,
low oil content and high efficiency. During the compression process, the compressor continuously injects
lubricating oil into the compression chamber and bearing by virtue of the pressure difference produced by the
compressor itself.
Lubricating oil has three main functions:
1.1.1 Lubricating effect: lubricating oil can form oil film between rotors, avoid contact between rotors and
reduce friction.
1.1.2 Sealing effect: the oil film produced by lubricating oil can seal the compressed air and improve the
volume efficiency of compressor.
1.1.3 Cooling: because the lubricating oil absorbs a large amount of compression heat, the compression
process is close to isothermal compression and the specific power of the compressor is reduced. In addition,
the lubricating oil can also reduce the noise generated by high frequency compression.

1.2 Block structure of Screw Air Compressor
1.2.1 Basic structure
The company uses a screw type air compressor, is a two-axis volumetric type of compressor. The
air inlet is opened at the upper end of the housing, and the exhaust port is opened at the lower part
(some of the air ends are also on top). A pair of high precision main and auxiliary rotors is arranged
horizontally and parallel in the inner part of the housing. The diameter of the main rotor is larger
and the number of teeth is less, the diameter of the secondary rotor is smaller and the number of
teeth is more. The teeth form a spiral around the outer edge of the rotor and the tooth shapes of the
two engage each other. The main and secondary rotors are supported by bearings respectively, one
roller bearing is arranged at the inlet end and two conical roller bearings are installed
symmetrically at the exhaust end. The body is divided into two types, one is belt drive, and the
other is direct transmission. The direct drive system combines the motor power source with the
main body with a coupling, and then increases the speed of the main rotor through a set of high
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precision speed increasing gears. The belt drive type has no speed gear, and two pulleys made in
proportion to the speed of the belt drive the power through the belt.
1.2.2 Meshing
The main rotor is driven by coupling, gear or belt. Because the two rotors engage each other, the
main rotor directly drives the pair rotor to rotate together. The cooling lubricating oil is directly
injected into the meshing part between the rotors by the lower part of the compressor housing
through the nozzle and mixed with the air to take away the heat produced by the compression to
achieve the cooling effect. At the same time, oil film is formed to prevent the direct contact
between metal and metal between the rotor and the gap between the rotor and the housing. The
injected lubricating oil can also reduce the noise caused by high speed compression. Because of the
different exhaust pressure; the fuel injection weight is about 5-10 times the weight of the air.
1.3 Compression principle of Twin Screw Air Compressor
1.3.1 Intake process:
The suction port on the screw inlet side must be so designed that the compressing chamber can fully
inhale, while the screw compressor does not have an intake and exhaust valve set. The intake is only
regulated by the opening and closing of a regulating valve. When the rotor rotates, the tooth groove space of
the main and secondary rotor is the largest when it is turned to the inlet wall opening. At this time, the tooth
groove space of the rotor is connected with the free air of the inlet, because the air of the tooth groove is
completely discharged during the exhaust, and when the exhaust is finished, Tooth groove is in a vacuum
state, when turned to the air intake, the outside air is inhaled, along the axial flow into the main and
secondary rotor in the gutter. When the air fills the entire tooth groove, the inlet side of the rotor turns away
from the inlet of the shell, and the air between the teeth groove is closed. [Intake process]（see

figure 1）

1.3.2 Sealing and conveying process:
When the main and secondary rotors are inhale, the teeth summit of the principal and deputy rotors and
the shell are closed, and the air is closed in the teeth groove no longer, that is, [the sealing process]. When
the two rotors continue to rotate, the tooth peak and the tooth groove coincide at the Intake end, and the
anatomists surface moves gradually to the exhaust end, which is the conveying process. [Conveying
process](See figure 2)

1.3.3 Compression and injection process:
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In the process of transportation, the meshing surface gradually moves to the exhaust end, that is,
the tooth groove between the meshing surface and the exhaust port decreases gradually, the gas in
the tooth groove is gradually compressed, and the pressure is increased, which is the process of
compression. At the same time, the lubricating oil is injected into the compression chamber and
mixed with air because of the pressure difference. (See figure 3)
1.3.4 Exhaust process:
When the meshing end of the rotor moves to communicate with the exhaust of the housing, the
compressed gas begins to discharge until the meshing surface of the tooth peak and the tooth
groove moves to the exhaust end, At this time, the tooth groove space between the meshing surface
of the two rotors and the exhaust port of the housing is zero, that is to say, the complete (exhaust
process), at the same time, the length of the tooth groove between the rotor meshing surface and the
inlet of the housing reaches the longest, and the suction process is going on again. (See figure
4)
Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

2.0 Air compressor Installation
2.1 Installation
Attention before installation：
2.1.1 Before installation, check whether the package box is intact or not, and check whether the
part of unit is damaged. The handling and installation of the unit after opening the box should be
strictly carried out in accordance with the relevant handling matters. There are two forklift holes
under the base of the unit. When forking is carried out, the wooden cushion should be placed to
prevent the forklift truck from crushing the door plate of the unit (see chart). If you use a sling, be
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sure to use a crossbar, which can counteract the side pressure of the sling to the box. Note: it is not
advisable to pad some protective material between the sling and the sound isolating cover of the
unit, which will crush the door plates on both sides of the unit.

2.1.2 The selection of the air compressor installation site is most neglected by the staff.
Often without a plan find a random position, Use immediately after pipeline. Little did they know
that such sloppy behavior had possible caused the consequences of future failures in air
compressors, difficulties in maintenance, and poor quality of compressed air. Therefore, the proper
installation site is a prerequisite for the correct use of the air pressure system.
2.1.3 It is necessary to have a wide and well-lit place to facilitate operation and maintenance.
2.1.4 The relative humidity of the air should be low, the dust is less, and the air is clean and well
ventilated.
2.1.5 The ambient temperature shall be less than 45 degrees Celsius, because the higher the
ambient temperature, the less air the air compressor will output.
2.1.6 If the environment of the factory is poor and the dust is high, the service life of the air
compressor system parts should be maintained by installing the pre-filter equipment.
2.1.7 Reservation of access roads and installation of cranes for maintenance and repair. (High
power air compressors in particular needed it)
2.1.8 Reserve maintenance space, air compressor and wall must have at least 70 cm or more
distance.
2.1.9 The air compressor is more than one meter away from the top space.
2.1.10 Refer to GBJ29-90 "Design Specification for compressed Air stations".
2.2 Matters needing attention in piping, foundation and cooling system
2.2.1 Matters needing attention in air piping
1)

When the main piping is installed, the piping must have a 1-2 degree inclination so that the

condensed water in the piping can be discharged.
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2) The pressure drop of the piping shall not exceed 5% of the set pressure of the air compressor.
Therefore, it is better to use a larger diameter than the designed value when piping.
3) The branch line must be taken out from the top of the main line to prevent the condensed water
in the line from flowing into the working machine or back into the compressor.
4) The tools to be lubricated should be equipped with a triple combination (air filter, voltage
regulator, oil feeder, etc.) in order to improve the service life of the tool.
5) Do not shrink the road arbitrarily. If it is necessary to narrow or enlarge the pipe, use the tapered
pipe, otherwise there will be turbulence at the joint, which will lead to a large pressure loss, and
have a great impact on the life of the pipe.
6) If there are purifying and buffering facilities such as air storage tank and dryer after air
compressor, the ideal pipe should be air compressor + gas storage tank + dryer. The gas storage
tank can filter out part of the condensate water, and the gas storage tank also has the function of
reducing the exhaust temperature of the gas. Lower temperature and less moisture content can
reduce the load of the dryer by re-entering the dryer.
7) If the air consumption of the system is very large and the time is very short, it is best to add an
air storage tank as a buffer, which can reduce the number of empty loads of the air compressor,
which is of great help to the air compressor.
8) For compressed air under the system pressure below 1.5MPa, the velocity of flow in the
conveying pipe shall be below 15m/sec to avoid excessive pressure drop.
9) Minimize the use of bends and valves in the pipeline to reduce pressure loss.
10) The ideal pipe arrangement is for the main pipeline to surround the whole plant, so that double
compressed air can be obtained at any location. If the amount of gas used in a branch line increases
suddenly, the pressure drop can be reduced. Suitable valves are arranged on the annular main line
to facilitate overhaul and cut off.
2.2.2 Basis
1) The foundation should be built on hard soil, and the foundation plane should be smooth ground
before installation to avoid vibration of the air compressor.
2) If the air compressor is installed upstairs, it must do a good anti-vibration treatment to prevent
the vibration from spreading to the downstairs, or to produce resonance. There are safety considers
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about the air compressor and the building itself.
3) The vibration produced by the spiral air compressor is very small, so it is not necessary to make
concrete foundation, but the ground should be flat and the ground must not be soft soil.
2.2.3 Cooling system
1) Cooling water for water-cooled air compressors is best used soft water to prevent calcium
and magnesium ions in the water from reacting due to high temperatures, forming scale in the
cooler and affecting the heat transfer effect of the cooler. If cooling tower circulation system is used,
the water must be regularly softened to keep the water clean. The cooling water requirements are as
follows:
A) suspended matter ≤ 100 mg / L.
b) PH value: between 6.5- 9.
C) the hardness of silver carbonate is ≤ 140. (when drainage temperature is 45 ℃).
2) The automatic recharge system of the cooling water circulation system must be perfected;
otherwise, the cooling water quantity will be insufficient after running for some time, which will
cause the air compressor to jump off because of the high temperature. Cooling towers need to be
easy to dissipate, have good ventilation, and must be fixed to prevent them from tilting.
3) The water pressure of cooling water shall generally be maintained between 0.15-0.25MPa. No
greater than 0.4Mpa.
4) The cooling water outlet temperature should be kept below 40 °C, and the temperature
difference between incoming and outgoing water should be 6-10 °C.
5) In the case of air-cooled air compressors, attention should be paid to their ventilation
environment. Air compressors shall not be placed in the vicinity of high-temperature machinery or
in a poorly ventilated confined space so as not to cause the phenomenon of hopping as a result of
excessive exhaust temperature. If used in a closed system, additional pumping and exhaust
equipment shall be installed to facilitate air circulation, Generally speaking, the single air volume
of its extraction and exhaust air should be greater than that of the air compressor heat dissipation
and exhaust air.
2.3 General specification and safety code for electrical appliances
2.3.1 According to the power of the air compressor, choose the correct power line diameter, do not
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use too small diameter, otherwise the power line will be easily burned out at high temperature and
occur accident.
2.3.2 It is best to use a set of electric power systems alone, especially to avoid parallel use with
other power consumption systems, which may cause the protection device to jump in action due to
excessive voltage drop or unbalanced three-phase current, resulting in overload of the air
compressor. The high power air compressor should pay special attention to this.
2.3.3 Chosen the appropriate NFB (no fuse switch) according to the KW number of air compressor
to maintain the electric power system and the safety of repair and maintenance.
2.3.4 The correctness of the voltage of the air compressor should be confirmed when it is
distributed.
2.3.5 The ground wire of the motor or system should be erected, and the ground wire can not
be directly connected to the air or cooling water pipe.
2.3.6 Under normal circumstances, the three-phase AC motor is overloaded and the current must
not exceed 10% of the rated current. If the three-phase current is unbalanced, the ratio of the lowest
phase current to the highest phase current must not exceed 10%. At the same time, if there is a
voltage drop, the voltage drop must not be less than 5% of the rated voltage.
2.3.7 The air compressor must pull a connection to the ground to prevent the leakage of
electricity.

3.0 System flow and function of each part
3.1 System flow chart
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3.2 System flow
3.2.1 Air flow description
1) After the dust is filtered out by the air filter, the air is compressed into the compressing bin
through the intake valve, and mixed with the lubricating oil, the compressed air mixed with the oil
enters the oil cylinder, and then through the oil fine separator, the pressure maintenance valve, the
rear cooler, Air-water separator, into the use of the system.
2) Functional description of each component in the main gas source path:
A) : Air filter

Air filter is a dry paper filter, the filter paper fine porosity is about 10um, usually every 600-1000
hours (depending on the environment) should be removed from the surface of the dust removal
method is to use low-pressure air dust from the inside to outside. Some air filters are fitted with a
differential pressure transmitter or a pollution indicator as required. If the display panel shows a red
line in the air filter clogging or contamination indicator, it means that the air filter must be cleaned
or replaced.
B) : Intake valve

a) When starting, the intake valve is in the closed state, which makes the compressor start under
low load, lightens the load of the motor when starting, and is convenient for the normal operation
of the motor. At the same time, the inlet valve body has no air intake hole, which avoids the overvacuum in the compressor body. And can quickly establish the system required air pressure.
b) Empty car, heavy car conversion
After the compressor starts, the inlet valve opens. The compressor is converted into a heavy vehicle
state, that is, a normal working state.
c) Shutdown pressure relief and non-return function
After stopping, the inlet valve can quickly remove the air pressure of the oil and gas barrel, so that
the next starting motor will not overload; at the same time, it can prevent the compressed air flow
back in the oil and gas barrel, resulting in the rotor reversal and the oil-bearing air being ejected
from the air filter.
3) Temperature sensor
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In the case of water loss, oil loss, lack of water, lack of oil, etc., the exhaust gas temperature may
be too high. When the exhaust gas temperature reaches the set temperature, the system will
automatically stop. The tripping temperature is generally set at 105-110°C, and the exhaust
temperature can be read on the LCD panel.
4) Oil and gas drums
Oil level indicator is installed on the side of oil and gas barrel. The oil level of static lubricating
oil should be between the high oil level line of the oil level meter and the low oil level line. There
is a drain valve under the barrel. Before starting, the valve should be twisted slightly to remove the
condensate water in the barrel. Note: once there is oil flow out, close the drain valve
immediately to avoid excessive lubricating oil outflow. The barrel has a refueling hole, which
can be used for refueling.
5) Oil separator
See the instructions in the following section for more details.
6) Safety valves
When the system pressure is set improperly or out of order, the pressure inside the oil and gas
barrel is higher than 0.1Mpa than the set exhaust pressure, the safety valve will jump away, so that
the pressure will drop below the set exhaust pressure. The safety valve has been adjusted before
leaving the factory. Please do not adjust it at will.
7) Discharge valve
The relief valve is a mechanical emptying valve installed on the inlet valve. When stopping or
empty the valve opens to discharge the pressure in the barrel to ensure that the compressor can start
or operate under no load.
8) Pressure maintenance valves (also known as minimum pressure valves and pressure retaining
valves)
Located at the outlet of the oil separator above the oil and gas barrel, the opening pressure is set
at about 0.45Mpa, the function of the pressure maintenance valve is: a) When starting, priority is
given to establishing the circulating pressure required for the lubricating oil to ensure the
lubrication of the body.
b) When the pressure exceeds 0.45 Mpa, it can reduce the air flow rate of the oil separator,
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ensure the effect of the oil separator, and protect the oil separator from being damaged by the huge
pressure difference.
9) Rear cooler
A) If that is an air-cooled-type cooler, cold air is drawn in using a cooling fan, and the
compressed air is cooled by the cooler. Its exhaust temperature is generally below (atmospheric
temperature +10°C). The air-cooled air compressor is more sensitive to the environmental
temperature conditions, when choosing the place to place, it is best to pay attention to the
ventilation conditions of the environment.
B) If that is water-cooled type models, use a shell cooler to cool compressed air with cooling
water. Its exhaust temperature is below 45°C (cooling water inlet temperature must not exceed
35°C). The water-cooled air compressor is insensitive to the ambient temperature conditions, and it
is easy to control the exhaust temperature. If the cooling water quality is too poor, the cooler is
liable to scale and block. Special attention must be paid.
10) Air-water separator
The centrifugal structure of cyclone can remove the moisture, oil droplets and impurities
condensed after air cooling. The compressed air is slightly opened through the regulating valve
under the air-water separator to make the condensed water flow out, without causing a large
amount of air leakage. The company's products have automatic drainage and manual drainage for
the user to choose.
3.2.2 Lubricating oil flow description
Because of the gas pressure in the oil and gas barrel, the lubricating oil is pressed into the oil
cooler. After cooling the lubricating oil in the cooler, the impurity particles are removed through the
oil filter, and then divided into two paths, and the lower end of the body is injected into the
compression chamber all the way. Cooling compressed air, the other way to both ends of the body,
used to lubricate the bearing group and transmission gear, and then (lubricating oil in each part)
gathered in the compression chamber, with the compressed air discharge. The compressed air
mixed with oil enters the oil barrel, separating a large part of the oil, and the remaining oil mist air
passes through the oil fine separator to filter out the remaining oil, and after the pressure
maintenance valve enters the rear cooler to cool, it can be sent to the service system.
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1）Functional description of each component on the Oil Road
A) Oil cooler
The oil cooler and the air after cooler have the same cooling method. There are two types of air
cooling and water cooling. If the environmental conditions are not good, the fins of the air-cooled
cooler are susceptible to dust and affect the cooling effect. The exhaust temperature will be too
high and tripping. Therefore, for each period of time, apply compressed air to dust off the fin
surface, if it cannot be blown clean, must be cleaned by solvent, and must keep the coolers
surface clean. When the tube and shell cooler is plugged, it must be soaked with special potion,
and the fouling of the clogged pipe must be removed mechanically. Be sure to clean it
completely.
B) Oil filter
Oil filter is a paper type filter, whose function is to remove impurities such as metal particles,
oil degradation and so on. The filter accuracy is between 5u-10u and has perfect protection for
bearing and rotor. Whether the oil filter should be replaced or not can be judged by its pressure
difference indication and operation time. If the pressure difference indicator light is on, the oil
filter stopper must be replaced. After the first 600 hours of operation of the new machine, the
oil and oil filters need to be replaced, Then it will replaced according to the light or running time
of the differential pressure indicator lamp. If the pressure difference of the oil filter is large and it is
not replaced, it may lead to insufficient oil intake, and the exhaust high temperature hopper will
affect the bearing life because of the lack of oil quantity at the same time.
C) Oil separator
The filter core of the oil fine separator is made of multi-layer fine glass fiber. The foggy oil
and gas contained in compressed air can be almost completely filtered out after passing through the
oil fine separator. Under normal operation, the oil separator can be used for about 3000-4000 hours.
However, the oil products of lubricating oils and the degree of pollution of the surrounding
environment have a great impact on their life. If the environmental pollution is serious, you may
consider installing a front air filter; as for the choice of lubricating oils, Must use our company
screw air compressor special high grade lubricating oil, most avoid using false oil or mixed oil.
The outlet of the oil separator is provided with a safety valve and a pressure maintenance valve,
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from which the compressed air is drawn to the rear cooler. The oil filtered by the fine separator is
concentrated in the small circular groove in the center, then returned by the oil return pipe to the
throttling check valve into the intake side of the main engine for circulation, so that the filtered
lubricating oil can be prevented from being discharged with the air again.
D) Temperature control valve
A temperature control valve is installed in front of the cooler, the function of which is to
maintain the exhaust temperature above the pressure dew point temperature. When the oil is just
turned on, the temperature of the lubricating oil is low. At this time, the temperature control valve
will automatically open the return circuit, and the oil will enter the air end directly without passing
through the oil cooler. If the oil temperature rises to 60-71 ℃, the valve slowly opens to 75-85 ℃,
the oil will go through the oil cooler into the body.
3.2.3 Cooling system
1) Air-cooled model
The cold air is pumped in by an axial fan and blown through the fin of the cooler to exchange
heat with compressed air and lubricating oil to achieve the cooling effect. The maximum
allowable ambient temperature of this cooling system is 45 ℃ . If the system exceeds, it is
possible to cause tripping, such as placing the place at the edge of the high temperature boiler.
2) Water-cooled model.
The design standard of cooling water temperature is 32 ℃ , so the design of cooling water
circulation system must be paid special attention. In particular, cooling water quality must meet
the general industrial water standards before the use of groundwater as far as possible. If the
water quality is poor, the cooling tower should be regularly cleaned with cleaning agent to avoid
affecting the efficiency and longevity of the cooler. In winter, the normal temperature is under
the 0 ℃ . The cooling water in the cooler must be drained clean after the unit is shut down.
Otherwise, it will freeze and crack the cooler.
3.3 Safety protection systems and warning devices
3.3.1 Motor overload protection
There are two main motors in the air compressor, one is the motor driven by the air compressor,
and the other is the cooling cycle fan motor. Under normal conditions, the motor's operating current
will not exceed the rated current of 10% (for example, because of voltage drop, three-phase
imbalance and other factors). When the operating current of the motor exceeds the upper limit set
by the electric protection device, the over-current protection device will automatically cut off the
main power supply and the air compressor will stop.
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Causes of overloading of general motors:
1) Artificial operational errors: such as self-adjustment of exhaust pressure, improper system
adjustment, etc.
2) Mechanical failure:
Such as the internal loss of the motor, motor under phase operation, safety valve non-action,
system setting failure, oil separator blocking and so on.
If the motor is found to be overloaded in operation, contact the manufacturer immediately and use
the phone or video to check and find out the cause, Prevent motor burning out loss too much.
3.3.2 Excessive protection of exhaust temperature
The maximum exhaust temperature set by the system is 105-110 ℃. If it exceeds, the power
supply will be cut off by the system itself. There are many reasons why the general exhaust
temperature is too high, but the most common cause is the failure of the oil cooler. If the aircooled oil cooler is blocked by dust, the lubricating oil will gradually rise and cause the high
temperature stop if the cold air can not pass freely through the cooler. Therefore every once in a
while must use the pressure air to remove the heat dissipation fin on the dust, if the fin on
the plug matter cannot blow clean, had better use the clean liquid or the volume agent to clean.
Water cooled air compressor is generally due to cooling copper pipe fouling blockage resulting in
reduced heat transfer efficiency and high temperature tripping. The highest ambient temperature
of air compressor design is 45 ℃. If the ambient temperature is higher, the exhaust temperature
is higher. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a place with low ambient temperature and good
ventilation to place the air compressor. When the intelligent controller detects that the
temperature exceeds the set value, the power supply is cut off automatically. The system cannot
be booted again at this time unless you reset it once. In order to avoid overheated shutdown as
far as possible, the system is equipped with an early warning device. When the exhaust
temperature reaches 100-105 ℃, the controller will issue a warning signal to alert the operator.
3.3.3 High exhaust pressure protection.
When the exhaust pressure of the system exceeds the rated exhaust pressure 0.5bar, the power
supply will be cut off by the system itself. When the volume of air is zero (the valve is closed)
and the discharge is less than the intake, the pressure of the system will rise rapidly and cause the
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relief valve to move out of air. In order to avoid the frequent operation of the safety valve and
increase the safety factor of the machine, it is necessary to set up this protection.
3.3.4 Oil pressure protection (User selection)
When the oil pressure of the system is lower than 0.15-0.2Mpa, the pressure switch signals the
motor to stop running and protect the air end from oil shortage and burn.
3.3.5 Alarm device
There are three kinds of alarm devices: air filter blocking, oil filter blocking, oil separator
blocking. (Greater then132Kw)
They are displayed on the LCD panel. When the panel has a fault indication, that is, a filter has
been blocked, the user must in the shortest time to replace the spare goods, and otherwise it will
affect the performance and safe operation of the air compressor.
3.4 Control system and electrical circuit
3.4.1 Control system
1)

Motor starting (step-down or Y operation).
During this period, the (three-phase) solenoid valve shall not be electrified, the intake valve shall
be completely closed, and the emptying valve shall be fully opened, at which time the inlet side
shall become a vacuum, and the lubricating oil required for the compressor and bearing shall be
ensured by the pressure difference between the compressing chamber and the oil and gas barrel.
2) Full voltage motion of motor (full voltage or △Operation).
When the pressure in the oil and gas barrel gradually rises above 0.15Mpa, the inlet valve is
completely open, so the pressure in the oil barrel increases rapidly and the compressor starts to
operate at full load. When the pressure rises to 0.45~0.50Mpa, the minimum pressure maintenance
valve is fully open and the air output.
3) Heavy / no-load operation
When the exhaust pressure reaches the upper limit of the system, the power supply (three-phase)
solenoid valve is cut off, and the intake valve is closed. At the same time, the exhaust valve is
completely opened, and the air in the oil and gas barrel is discharged into the atmosphere. At this
time, the compressor operates in a no-load state. The required lubricating oil is ensured by the
difference between the pressure in the compression chamber and the oil and gas tank. When the
pressure of the pipeline system falls below the limit set by the system, the power supply (threephase) solenoid valve is again opened, the intake valve is also fully open, the discharge valve is
closed, and the compressor is reloaded.
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4) Tolerance operation (OLG100 / 380)
When the exhaust pressure gradually rises and does not reach the upper limit set by the system,
the set pressure of the pressure-regulating valve is first reached, so that the intake valve is gradually
closed. At this point the system has begun to adjust. If the pressure continues to rise, the intake
valve closes gradually until it is completely closed. On the contrary, if the pressure of the system
decreases gradually, the intake valve opens gradually and the intake volume and pressure increase
gradually, until it is lower than the set value of the stabilizer valve, then the adjustment action stops.
If the gas consumption of the system decreases much, the pressure rises too fast, and its speed
exceeds the capacity adjusting reaction ability, the pressure sensor gives a signal to the controller,
which will cause the three-phase solenoid valve to lose power, the intake valve to close, and the air
compressor to unload. When the pressure is lower than the system set pressure value, the threephase solenoid valve is energized, the intake valve is opened, and the air compressor resumes heavy
load operation.
5) Fan start-stop control
After the air end starts, the fan motor does not run temporarily, when the exhaust temperature
reaches 80-85 ℃ , can be set on PLC). The fan motor will start automatically. When the
temperature drops to 70°C, the fan motor will stop running. On the one hand can save electricity,
on the other hand can make exhaust temperature in a short time to reach the temperature above dew
point, this is particularly important in the winter humid areas, as much as possible to make the air
moisture does not precipitate.
6) Shutdown
After pressing the stop button, the solenoid valve is shut down, at the same time the discharge
valve is completely opened, and the air in the oil barrel is discharged into the atmosphere. After 1015 seconds delay, when the pressure in the barrel drops to a certain value, the motor stops running.
7) Emergency shutdown
When the exhaust temperature exceeds 105-110 ℃ or when the motor over current protection
device due to overload, the power supply will be cut off, the motor will stop running immediately
without delay, and the (three-phase) solenoid valve, the intake valve will also be closed, and the
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discharge valve will be completely open. Only when the unit is abnormal during operation (for
example, oil leakage, serious air leakage, and the exhaust temperature does not automatically stop
at 110°C, If the discharge pressure exceeds 1.1 times of the rated pressure without automatic shutdown, etc., it is allowed to stop the machine immediately by pressing the emergency stop
button.
8) Automatic stop system with no load and too long
If the compressor keeps running at no load when the air volume of the system is reduced, and if
the operating time is longer than the set time (generally set to 20 minutes), the compressor will
automatically stop and the motor will stop running. When the air volume of the system is increased
and the pressure of the system is reduced, the air compressor will start automatically to replenish
the air volume, and the principle of setting the time limit for unloaded operation for too long
downtime is that the motor should start no more than twice an hour. Customers can set their own
according to the conditions of use. Do not to start the motor often cause the motor burn.
3.4.2 Electric circuit
The electronic control cabinet of the air compressor can be divided into two systems, one is the
internal control system and the other is the starting disk part. The starting disk is the commonly
used Y-△start control of general machinery (soft start and Variable Frequency start can also be set
up according to the user's request). The control part is electronic control / plc control. Electronic
control part of the internal circuit and control is more complex, in this chapter not in-depth
introduction, if there is damage or failure, please contacts us for service directly.

4.0 Operating
4.1 Test run, start and stop
4.1.1 Connect the power cord and ground wire; test whether the main voltage is correct and
whether the three-phase power supply is correct.
4.1.2 Check if the oil level is between H.-L.
4.1.3 If the goods are delivered for more than 15 days before the test run, add 0.5-3 liters of
lubricating oil (depending on the size of the air compressor) to the air end from the inlet valve, and
turn the number of the air compressors by hand in a direct direction, so as to prevent the loss of oil
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in the compressor from burning when starting. Please pay special attention not to allow foreign
matter to fall into the air end , so as not to damage the air end.
4.1.4 Check the cooling system, the water cooling unit should start the cooling water circulation
system first.
4.1.5 Press the "emergency stop" button immediately within 1 second after the button is pressed to
check whether the steering is correct (such as Arrow direction). If the steering is not correct, please
changes port any two of the three wires.
4.1.6 Press the "emergency stop" button to shut down immediately within 10 seconds, after
pressing the start button again. This procedure is carried out 2-3 times for avoid engine
burning down because that oil enter the head this process need time.
4.1.7 Press the start button again to start the air compressor. After the no-load delay is over, press
the "Load/Reload" button to display the "Load" status. If the automatic loading program is set up,
the air compressor will automatically load and run after the end of the no-load delay.
4.1.8 Observe whether the indicator is normal or not, if the unit has abnormal sound, vibration, oil
leakage, immediately press the "emergency stop" button stop check.
4.1.9 The exhaust temperature is maintained at 75 °C -90 °C
4.1.10 press "stop" button after 10-15 seconds, the motor will stop running; this is to avoid the air
compressor in the heavy state of direct shutdown.
4.1.11 When the "stop" button is press, the release valve will automatically exhaust and release the
pressure gas in the oil and gas barrel.
4.2 Check before start
It is necessary to carry out the inspection before starting the compressor to avoid the major
failure of the compressor and to improve the efficiency of the operation.
4.2.1 Open the manual drain valve of the oil and gas barrel and water separator, and remove
the condensate water during shutdown. If this work is ignored, the service life of the lubricating
oil will be shortened and the bearing will be burnt out easily. Please note that the drain valve should
be closed immediately when there is an oil leak.
4.2.2 Check whether the oil level is between H-L, lubricating oil should not be too much, neither
too little, should be replenished when insufficient. It is forbidden to mix the lubricating oil of
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different grades. When the lubricating oil is replenished, it is necessary to make sure that there is no
pressure in the system before opening the oil cap.
4.2.3 Observe that the oil level should be ten minutes after shutdown. During operation, the oil
level may be slightly lower than when the oil level is stopped.
4.3

Matters needing attention in operation.

4.3.1 When there is abnormal sound and abnormal vibration during operation, stop
immediately.
4.3.2 There is pressure in the pipeline and container in operation, do not loosen the line or
embolism or open unnecessary valves.
4.3.3 The internal dust and dirt of the machine can not be removed by using the blowing
device in operation (the residual gas in the oil and gas barrel or the gas in the external gas
storage tank can be used to remove the residual gas in the oil and gas tank of the machine
when downtime). However, it can be used to blow other air compressors that are not started.
4.3.4 If it is found that the oil on the oil level gauge cannot be seen during long-term
operation and the exhaust gas temperature is too high, it should be shut down immediately.
Stop for 10 minutes to observe the oil level, if insufficient when there is no pressure in the system
to replenish the lubricating oil.
4.3.5 There will be condensate water in the rear cooler and cyclone type air-water separator.
Discharge or install an automatic drain device regularly every day, otherwise the water will be
brought into the system.
4.3.6 Check the recording voltage, current, air pressure, exhaust temperature and oil level every 2
hours in operation for future inspection and repair.
4.4 Treatment method of long-term shutdown
During long periods of downtime, the following methods should be carefully followed,
especially in high humidity seasons or areas.
4.4.1 After three weeks of downtime
1) Electric equipment such as electric motor, starting disk, etc., wrapped in plastic rubber paper
or oil paper, to prevent moisture from invading.
2) Completely discharge water from oil cooler and rear cooler.
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3) If there is any malfunction, it should be repair first for future use.
4) The condensate water of oil and gas barrel, oil cooler and rear cooler is discharged after a few
days.
4.4.2 Shut down for more than two months
1) In addition to the above procedures, the following additional procedures are required:
2) Close all openings to prevent moisture and dust from entering.
3) Wrap oil paper or similar paper, such as safety valve, starter disk, etc., to prevent corrosion.
4) Replace the lubricating oil and run for 30 minutes before stopping the operation. After two or
three days, remove the condensate from the oil barrel and the oil cooler.
5) Completely drain the cooling water.
6) Remove the machine to less dust and store in a dry place as much as possible.
4.4.3 Reboot procedure
1) Remove plastic paper or oil paper from the machine.
2) Measuring the insulation of the motor should be above 1m Ω.
3) Other procedures such as those described in the test run.

5.0

Intelligent controller

5.1 MAM6080 Touch screen debugging instructions
5.1.1 Key instruction
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Number input box

Parameter setting and display
key

Page button

——Start：


Whentheaircompressorisinstandbystate,pressthiskeytostart the operation of the
air compressor;



The communication mode is set as linkage, and thecommunication
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addresses is 1, press this key, start the operation of the air compressor,andstarts
thelinkagecontrolfunctionatthesametime.
——Stop：


When the air compressor is in operation state, press this key to stop the operation
of the air compressor；



The communication mode is set as linkage, and the communication address is 1,
press the stop button to stop the air compressor operation, at the same time stop the
linkage control function, the main computer no longer sends the command to the
slave machine.。

——Confirm, Load/Unload


When the air compressor is running, this key is used as the loading and unloading
key;



When the display interface input focus is in the digital input box and the input box is

in edit mode, press this key to exit the edit mode and save the user modified data;


When the display interface input focus is on the page changing button, press this
key to perform the corresponding function of the button;

——Return/reset:


Whenthefaultstops,pressthiskeyfor5secondstoresetthefault;



Whensettingmode,pressthiskeytoexitsetupmodeandreturnview mode.



Whentheargumentviewmode,pressthiskeytoreturntotheprevious page

——Left：
 When the focus of the display interface is in the digital input box and is in the data
viewing mode, press this key to enter the data editing
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mode, and the lowest bit of the data begins to flicker;
 When the focus of the display interface is in the numeric input box and in data
editing mode, press this key to move the edit bit to the previous bit of the current data.
 When the focus of the display interface is on the parameter settings and display keys,
pressthiskeyto modifythecurrentparameterandsave it.
 When the focus of the display interface is on the page change button, press this key to
move the current focus to the next button.
——Right/Enter:
 When the focus of the display interface is in the digital input box and is in the data
viewing mode, press this key to enter the data editing mode, and the highest bit of the data
begins to flicker;
 When the focus of the display interface is in the numeric input box and in data editing
mode, press this key to move the edit bit to the next bit of the current data.
 When the focus of the display interface is on the parameter settings and display keys,
pressthiskeyto modifythecurrentparameterandsave it.
 Whentheinputfocusofthedisplayscreenisonthepagechangebutton, press this key to
move the current focus to the next button.
——Down/Reduce:
 When the current focus element of the display interface is in data viewingmode,
pressthiskeytomovetheinputfocustothenextcomponent.
 When the display interface input focus is in the numeric input box andindataediting
mode,pressthiskeytodecrementthecurrentbitdata.
 Whenthecurrentinterfaceisarunparameterdisplayinterface,press this key and switch
to the next page to run the parameter interface.
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——Up/Increase：
 When the current focus element of the display interface is in data viewing mode,
press this key to move the input focus to the previous component.
 When the display interface focuses on the numeric input box and is in data editing
mode, press this key to increment the current bit data.
 Whenthecurrentinterfaceisarunparameterdisplayinterface,press this key and switch
to the previous page run parameter interface.
5.1.2

Indicator light
——Power：
Controller charge Indicator lamp
——Operating：
Air compressor motor operating, this indicator lamp
——Malfunction
Alarm，indicator twinkle and shutdown and indicator lamp always light on

malfunction clear, Reset and extinguish
5.1.3

State display and operation
The

display

Controller

after

the

Touch

screen

is

switched

on

Logo

“MAM-6080”,after while the next view is displayed:
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After a delay of 5 seconds, the following run parameter interface is displayed:
This

icon

This
icon
indicates that
the
power
down restar
function
t
turned on. is

indicates that the
time start and
stop function is
turned on.

Current

interface

focus, press the left or
right shift key, will
the
perform
Joint
control ON

corresponding
function。

To prevent dry starting
and stopping, it takes
This
icon
indicates that the

0.2
seconds
perform

timing

corresponding
function.

pressur
e function is
on.

This

icon

indicates
that
the
remote

This icon indicates

that the

computer monitoring function
is turned on.

The user clicks the "menu" ammonium button on the display interface, or presses "

"toenterthe

following menu selection interface, through which the user enters the corresponding parameter viewing
and setting interface.
The
blue
bottom
indicates that
the
current
Users can click on the icon to
enter the relevant Parameters
interface or through the
mechanical keys, move the
focus to the corresponding icon,
press S key, and enter the
corresponding Parameters.

5.1.4

Operation Parameters
Click "Operating parameters" to view the following run parameters related data and settings:
Menu

Initial value

Function description
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to
the

Oil filter

0020H

Oil filter total using time.

0020H

Oil separator total using time.

0020H

Air filter total using time.

0020H

Lubricating oil total using time.

0020H

Grease total using time.

Factory code

00000000

Display factory code.

Power voltage

0000V

Display power voltage.

A：000.0A
B：000.0A
C：000.0A

Display motor electricity.

A：000.0A
B：000.0A
C：000.0A

Display fan motor electricity.

using time
Oil separator
using time
Air filter
using time
Lubricating oil
using time
Grease using
time

Motor
electricity
Fan motor
electricity
Motor RPM
Motor output
frequency
Motor output
electricity
Motor output
voltage
Motor output
Power
Motor
Electricity
consumption
Motor
Total
Electricity
consumption
Pressure
Integral
coefficient

0000 RPM
000.0 Hz
000.0 A
000.0 V
000.0 Kw
0000000.0K
w.H

0000000.0K
w.H

According to the read frequency of the motor, the
calculated real time speed of the motor is displayed.
Display current motor Frequency converter output
frequency.
Display current motor Frequency converter output
electricity.
Display current motor Frequency converter output voltage.
Display current motor Frequency converter real-time
output Power.
Display controller according to the motor Frequency converter
outputreal-timePower，Electricityconsumption.
Display controller according to the motor Frequency converter
output real-time Power，total Electricity
consumption.

00.00MPa
00.00
Thecontrollerdisplaystherunningstateregistervalues readfromthehost

Motor state

0000

Frequencyconvertertothe

motorstatus
display area.
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The controller displays the value of the malfunction state register
Malfunction

0000

Write frequency

000.0

Fan motor RPM

0000 RPM

Fan motor
output

000.0 Hz

frequency
Fan motor
output
electricity
Fan motor
output voltage
Fan motor
output Power
Fan motor
Electricity

000.0 A

000.0 V
000.0 Kw
000000.00K
w/H

consumption
Fan motor total
Electricity
consumption

000000.00K

Fan motor state

0000

w.H

read from the host frequency converter to
the malfunction display area.
Controllerdisplaysthe
motorfrequencyvalueobtained
out calculate by PID operation here.
AccordingtothereadingfromFanmotorfrequency，Display
calculate Fan motor real-time RPM.
Display current Fan motor Frequency converter output
frequency.
Display current Fan motor Frequency converter output
electricity.
Display current Fan motor Frequency converter output
voltage.
Display current Fan motor Frequency converter real-time
output Power.
Display controller according to the Fan motor Frequency converter
output real-time Power，total Electricity
consumption.
Display controller according to the Fan motor Frequency converter
output real-time Power, total Electricity
consumption.
Controller obtained by Fan motor Frequency converter reading
operation state register value, Display to Fan
motor state Display area.
Controller obtained by Fan motor Frequency converter reading

malfunction

Write frequency
Date
Current
operating time
Current load
Software
Version

0000

000.0

malfunction state register value，Displays to
malfunction
Display area.
Controller displays the fan motor frequency value
obtained out calculate by PID operation here.

0000-00-00

Display date of production.

0000：00：00

Air compressor current operating time.

0000：00：00

Air compressor current load time.

CK0000M0000

Check word 1

0000 3FFF

Check word 2

7FFFFFFF_1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
●●●●●●●●●●
1: Corresponding to the input state of the 5th switching quantity; 2: Corresponding to
the input state of the 6th switching quantity; 3: Corresponding to the input state of
Input port
state

the 7th switching quantity; 4: Corresponding to the input state of the 8th switching
quantity; 5: Corresponding to the input state of the 9th switching quantity; 6:
Corresponding to the input state of the 10th switchingquantity;
When the terminal is closed, the circle color in the input port state is red, and when the
terminalisbroken, thecirclecolor intheinput port
state is light red.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
●●●●●●●●●●
1: Corresponding to terminal 17 relay output; 2:

Output port
state

Corresponding

to

terminal

16

relay output;

3:

Corresponding

to

terminal

15

relay output;

4:

Corresponding

to

terminal

14

relay output;

5:

Corresponding

to

terminal

13relay

output;

6:

Corresponding to terminal 12relayoutput;
When the terminal is closed, the circle color in the output port state is red, and when the
terminal is broken, the circle color in theoutput
Power-frequenc
y

motor￠UI

000000.0Kw

Power-frequenc y
motor
Electricity

0000000.0Kw.H

When the model is power frequency, the power consumption of
the
motor calculated by the controller is displayed. (for
information only)

0000000.0Kw.H

Display the power frequency of the
motor of the air
compressor calculated by the controller, and the accumulative
electricity consumption. (for information only)

000000.0Kw

When the power frequency of the fan motor is running, the
power consumption of the fan motor calculated by the controller
is displayed. (for information only)

000000.00Kw.H

When the power frequency of the fan motor is running, the
power consumption of the fan motor calculated by the controller
is displayed. (for information only)

consumption
Power-frequenc y
motortotal
Electricity
consumption
Power-frequenc y
Fanmotor￠UI
Power-frequenc y
Fan motor
Electricity
consumption

port state is light red.
Display controller sample by the
motor real-time electricity
and real-time voltage product.
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Power-frequenc y
Fan motor total
Electricity

Display the power frequency of the air compressor fan motor
calculated by the controller and the accumulative power
consumption. (for information only)

000000.00Kw.H

consumption

5.1.5

User parameter
The user parameters are used to store the relevant data set by the user of the air compressor.

The user modifies the user parameters and needs to verify the user password.
Touch operation: (focus background is yellow).
1. The current forms Input focus is here.
If the password has been verified, click directly, can
pop up the numeric keyboard, and modify
Parameters;

When the Input focus falls on the page change button,
press the "S" key to perform the corresponding function.

2. If the password is not validated, click on the
password validation interface.
Key operation:
1, when data view mode, press left or right shift key,
enter data edit mode;
2. Data view mode work, press the move down or
up key, move the current focus to the next
component.
3. When data editing mode, the current bit data is
modified by moving up and down key.
4. In data editing mode, press the left or right shift
key to move the modifier bit to the next data bit.

The main functions and functions are shown in the table below：
Menu

Setting
initial
value

Function description
1. The loading mode is set to be automatic, when the air compressor is
in the state of automatic unloading, the pressureislowerthan thisvalue
tocontroltheautomatic

Gas loading
pressure（MPa）

00.65

loading and running of the air compressor.
2. When the air compressor stops for a long time, the pressure is
lower than this value and the operating
conditions are available. The controller automatically
starts the operation of the air compressor.
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1. The pressure is higher than this value, and is in the loading
operation state, controls the air compressorto
Gas loading
pressure（Mpa）

00.80

unload the movement.
2. The setting value of gas supply loading pressurecan not be greater
than this value, and the "gas supply and unloading pressure" is
limited by the "high unloading

Fan motor start
temperature（℃）
Fan motor stop
temperature（℃）
Motor Starting
delay time（s）
Fan motor Starting
delay time（s）
Star

angle delay
time（s）

Loaddelaytime（s）
Empty load delay
time（s）
Shut down delay
time（s）
Restart delaytime
（s）

0080

of the air compressor, control the fan operation.
When the exhaust temperature of the air compressoris

0070

lower than the value set here, stop the fan from running.
Setthestartingtimeofthe

0008

motor,startthetimewhen the

motor starts, in this time, the motor current
overload is not protected.
Set the starting time of the fan motor, start the time when the fan

0003

motor starts, in this time, the fan motor
current overload is not protected.

0006
0002

motor star angle step-down start delay time.
After the

motor angle runs, the delay loading time.

Air compressor allows the longest continuous no-load operation
0600

time, after this time automatically stop
running, into the empty car too long stop state.
Whennormalshutdown,theaircompressorimmediatelyno load

0010

operation,no load operation thissettingtimeafter
the stop operation.
After the normal stop, the empty car stops for too long or the

0100

Drainage opening
delay time（s）:

0002

Drainage off delay
time（min）：

0060

Soft start delay time
（s）：

pressure limit" in the manufacturer's parameters.
Whentheexhausttemperatureishigherthanthesetvalue

malfunction stops, the air compressor can be
restarted only after the time is set up here.
When automatic drainage control, continuous drainage
time (spare).
When automatic drainage control, drainage interval
(spare).
After this delay time, enter the loading delay time. (This parameter

0006

only works if the model is set to soft
start).
Mode: the pressure is higher than the "unloading pressure"
automaticallyunload;therestofthecases, by

Load mode：

Manual/Auto
matic

the loading and unloading key control.
Mode:thecontrollerautomaticallycontrolstheloading and unloading
of the air compressor according to the pressure and the set loading
and unloading pressure.
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Local mode: remote boot terminal is not functional. Remotemode:
remotestartterminalfunctioniseffective. Note:whenahardwareinput
Start/stop mode：

Local/Remot
e

terminalissetto"remoteboot enable", the starting and stopping mode is
determined by the state of the hardware. The terminal is remote when
closedandlocalwhendisconnected.Thissettingdoesnot
work.

Power-frequ
ency/soft
Starting/ma in
Fanmotor
Variable
Operation mode：

Frequency/F

According to the demand, the user chooses the type of
air compressor.

an motor

According to the selected model, refer to the

Variable

corresponding electrical wiring.

Frequency/M
otor Variable
Frequency
Communication
address：
Adjust the back
brightness

0001
0004

The communication mode is the communication address of
the controller when the computer or linkage is used.
Adjust the back brightness, the higher the value,the
strongerthebrightness.Adjustablebrightnessof1/7).
When it is set to be prohibited,communication does not
work;

Communication
mode：

Prohibition
/ linkage /
computer

Set to communication, as slave, according to the MODBUS RTU
protocol to communicate with the external equipment, baud rate: 9600;
data format:8N1; check bit: evencheck.
When set for linkage, multiple air compressors can be
operated in a network.
When set to Mpa, the pressure-related parameter units are
displayed as Mpa.

Pressure：

Mpa/PSI/BAR

When set to PSI, the pressure-related parameter units are displayed
as PSI. (Standby)
When set to BAR, the pressure-related parameter units
are displayed as BAR. (Standby)
If set to ℃, the unit of parameters related to temperature is

Temperature：

℃/℉

Language

English

User
password：

****

shown as ℃.
If set toFahrenheit, the unit of parameters relatedto
temperature is shown as Fahrenheit. (standby)
English view.
Modifiable user password; can be reset with old user
password or factory password.
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Dormant backlight
brightness

5.1.6

Used to set the brightness of the backlight when the

0000

controller is un-operated for a long time.

Factory parameters
The factory parameters are used to store the relevant data set by the air compressor

manufacturer, the user can view or modify the factory parameters, and the password of the
manufacturer should be verified. The factory parameter modification operation method is the
same as the user parameter modification method.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
Set
Menu

Motor rated electricity
（A）：

initial
value
Maximum
allowable
overload of
motor

Function description

The current of the

motor is more than 1.2 times of the set
value.

value/1.2
Fan motor rated
electricity（A）：

Maximum
allowable
overload of
wind motor

The current of wind motor is more than 1.2 times of the set value.

value/1.2
Exhaust warning
temperature（℃）：

0105

Exhaust stop
temperature（℃）：

0110

Failure stop when exhaust temperature is higher than this set
temperature.

Front bearing warning
temperature（℃）：

0105

When the temperature of the front bearing is higher than this set
temperature, early warning (reserve).

Front bearing stop
temperature（℃）：

0110

Failure shutdown when front bearing temperature is higher than
this set temperature (standby).

Air supply shutdown
pressure（MPa）：

00.90

When the gas supply pressure is higher than this set pressure,
the fault stops.

System shutdown
pressure（MPa)：

01.00

Failure shutdown when system pressure is higher than this set
pressure.

Unloading pressure high
limit （MPa)：

00.85

This is the maximum "unload pressure" in the user parameter,
and the unloading pressure ≤ set here.

Warning if exhaust temperature is higher than this set temperature.
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When (maximum phase current and minimum phase current)
≥ 1 + (set value / / 10 +), unbalanced protection works, the air
compressor fails to stop, and the motor is reported to be
unbalanced. Set ≥ 15:00, no unbalanced protection.

Electricity imbalance ：

0006

Phase break protection
time（s）：

002.0

Historical malfunction
reset：

0000

Enter "8888" and, after confirmation, clear the history of the
failure.

Early warning shutdown
（h）：

0000

Air compressor material warning, after the time set here after
the failure shutdown.

Max using time（h）：

0000

The accumulative running time of the air compressor exceeds
the set value here, and when the air compressor is in the
downtime, the fault alarm shows "use error".

Manufacturer password
2:

0000

When the off phase protection time is set ≥ 20 seconds, the
phase off protection function is forbidden.

The manufacturer sets up a modifiable factory password.
Whenthedetectionvoltageofthecontrollerishigher thantheset

Voltage too high（V）：

0410

Voltage low（V）：

0350

value,thestop protectionandthereported
voltage are too high.
When set to 0000, the high voltage function is invalid.
When the detection voltage of the controller is lower than theset
value,thestop protectionandthereported
voltage are too low.
When set to 0000, the low voltage function is invalid.
The timing starts when the controller sends the first byte, and if no

Communication timeout
（s）：
Communication
interruption（s）:
Communications
resumed:
Timing start and stop
function:

Timing pressure
function
Total running time: (h)

002.0

response from the converter is received within this time, the controller
determines the timeout
and resends the command data.
The controller failed to receive the correct data continuously

0020

over the set time and reported the
communication interruption.
After the communication is interrupted, the correct datais

0015

receivedcontinuouslyoverthesettimes,andthe
communication is considered to be back to normal.
Set to open: timing start and stop function is

Open /
prohibit

Open /
prohibit
000100h：
00min

effective.
Set to prohibit: timing start and stop function is not functional.
Set to open: timing pressure function is effective.
Set to prohibit: timing pressure function is not functional.

Modify the total operating time of the air compressor.
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Total load time(h)：

000100h：
00min

Modify the total load time of the air compressor.
Whenboot,thedetectiontemperatureislowerthanthe set value,
indicating that the temperature is too low,

Low temperature
protection (℃):

-0050

Power failure restart
function:

Open/Prohi
bited

Set whether to turn on the power off restart function.

Power-frequency
motor Power
Coefficient：

0.000

Sets a coefficient for calculating host power.

Motor Power-frequency
Electricity
consumption

0000000.0

not allowed to boot; Two minutes after boot, the
temperature was detected below the set value, and the temperature
sensor failed to stop.

Set up and modify the power consumption of power frequency
mainframe.

（Kw/H）：
Power-frequency Fan
motor Power

0.000

A coefficient for calculating fan power is set.

Coefficient：
Fan motor
Power-frequency
Electricity consumption
（Kw/H）：

0000000.0

Frequency：

50HZ/60HZ

Oil pressure differential
warning (MPA):

5.1.7

00.15

Set up and modify the power consumption of power
frequency fan.
Set the power frequency.
When the pressure of air compressor is higher than 0.5Mpa.
The system detects the pressure-exhaust pressure-pipeline
pressure resistance > pressure-differential warning value.

Oil pressure difference
stop:

00.20

When the pressure of the air compressor is higher than 0.5
Mpa. When the pressure of the air compressor is more than 0.5
Mpa. The system stops when the system detects the pressure of
the oil and gas bucket the exhaust pressure the pressure resistance
of the pipeline > the stop value of the pressure difference.

Pipeline piezo resistive

00.05

Pipeline piezo resistive.

Rear bearing warning
temperature (℃):

0000

Warning alert when rear bearing temperature is higher than this
set temperature (reserve).

Rear bearing stop
temperature (℃):

0000

Failure shutdown when rear bearing temperature is higher than
this set temperature (standby).

Code

12345678

Factory code.

Date

2016-02-20

Factory date.

Calibration parameters
Calibration parameters are used to set controller related data. Users need to verify the
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calibration password before viewing or modifying calibration parameters.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
Menu

Setting
initial value

Motor A phase
Coefficient

1.000

Motor B phase
Coefficient

1.000

Motor C phase
Coefficient

1.000

Fan motor A phase
Coefficient

1.000

Fan motor B phase
Coefficient

1.000

Fan motor C phase
Coefficient

1.000

Temperature1Coeffic
ient

1.000

Temperature2Coeffic
ient

1.000

Temperature3Coeffic
ient

1.000

Temperature4Coeffic
ient

1.000

Temperature5Coeffic
ient

1.000

Temperature6Coeffic
ient

1.000

Function description

Used to calibrate the current.
The current coefficient is set in the range of: 0.8002.000.Current value = sampling value × current
coefficient.

Used to calibrate exhaust temperature. Temperature coefficient
set range: 0.800-2.000. Temperature value = detection temperature
value × temperature coefficient.

NOTE：MAM6080 controller.(Spare)

Used to calibrate the supply pressure. The pressure coefficientis
Pressure1Coefficient

1.000

Pressure2Coefficient

1.000

setintherangeof:0.800-2.000.Pressure
value = detection pressure value × pressure
coefficient.
Note: MAM6080 controller, this parameter is standby.
Used to calibrate voltage detection values. The voltage
coefficientissetintherangeof:0.800-2.000.

Voltage Coefficient

1.000

Motor electricity
period

0004

Control the refresh speed of the current.

Voltage period

0004

Control the refresh speed of the voltage.

Voltage value = detection voltage value × voltage
coefficient.
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Used to adjust the temperature zero of the controller. When the
terminal of the controller temperature sensor is connected to the
Temperature 1zero

0002

resistance corresponding to -20 ℃, adjust this value and adjust the
temperature to -20 ℃.
Temperature calibration.

Temperature2zero

0002

Temperature3zero

0002

Temperature4zero

0002

Temperature5zero

0002

Temperature6zero

0002

Note: MAM6080 controller, this parameter is standby.

When the supply pressure value is less than the set value, the
Pressure1zero

0002

display pressure value is 0.00. It is used to prevent the gas supply
pressure sensor from drifting on
the zero point.
When the pressure value 2 is less than the set value, thepressure

Pressure2zero

0002

P1 pressure range
(MPa)

01.60

P2 pressure range
(MPa)

01.60

Phase sequence
protection value（V）

000.9

valueis0.00.itisusedtopreventthezero
drift of the gas supply pressure sensor.(standby)
Set the measuring range of the gas supply pressure
sensor of the controller.
Set the controller pressure 2 sensor ranges. (Standby).
When the voltage value detected by the three-phase phase
sequence detection circuit is lower than the value set here, the
phase sequence error is reported. When this value is set to 0,
phase sequence protection is disabled.

Lack of sequence
protection value（V）

000.0

When the detected phase breaking voltage is lower than the
value set here, the phase sequence is wrong. When this value is set
to 0, the phase sequence protection function is disabled.
Note: MAM6080 controller, this parameter is standby.

Motor electricity
change

020

Motor frame rated current percent 5.

Fan motor electricity
change

001

Fan motor rated current percent 2.5.

Spare

5.1.8

Used for controller factory debugging.

Joint control parameters
The joint control parameters are used to set up the related functions of the joint control.
Before the user modifies the joint control parameters, the password of the joint control

parameters should be verified.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
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Menu

Setting initial
value

Joint control numbers：

0002

Joint control load
pressure（MPa)

00.63

Joint control
Unloading pressure

Function description.
The number of air compressors in the joint control
network.
Whenthehostpressureislowerthanthesetpressure,
findamachinefromthecontrolnetworktoloadorboot.
When the host pressure is higher than the set pressure, from

00.78

（MPa)
Joint control delay
time（s）：

0020

the control network, find a machine to
unload or shut down.
When joint control, The time the main computer waits
to send control commands twice in operating.
Main computer pressure between“joint control load” and“joint
controlunload”pressure，Thereisamachine running in the
network, there is a machine shutdown, thissituationlaststhissetting

Rotation time（min）：

0060

timeatonetimeafter the main computer to the running machine to
send stop instructions, while the machine to the downtime boot
instructions.

Power-freque
ncy-Power-fr

Joint control net
work：

Power-frequency－Power-frequency：for

equency

Power-frequencyAircompressorandPower-frequencyAir compressor

Variable

joint control；

Frequency-Po

Variable Frequency－Power-frequency：for Variable Frequency

wer-frequenc

Air compressor and Power-frequency Air compressor joint control；

y

Variable Frequency－Variable Frequency：for Variable

Variable

Frequency Air compressor with Variable Frequency Air

Frequency-Va

compressor joint control.

riable
Frequency

5.1.9

Hardware parameter

The hardware parameters are used to set up the functions of the 5-10 multifunctional terminals.
The main functions and functions are shown in the following table:
Menu

Setting initial
value

Function description

Terminal 10

Emergency

function：

stop

pasting/Remotemaintenance/lackofwateris often closed./remote

Water

loading/remote start function/remote loading and unloading

shortage

open/the gas tank is closed at high temperature/Coil high

Terminal 9 function
Terminal 8 function

Nonfunctional/emergency stop/remote on/remote off/Remote

Oil filter
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Terminal 7 function

temperature closed/bearing at high temperature and

Oil content.

Terminal 6

close/Electrical malfunction normally closed/Motor overload
normally closed/Fan motor overload normally closed/Oil filter

Air filter

function：

blockage is normally closed./Oil filter clogging is often open/Oil
separator blockage normally closed/Oil separator clogging is often
open/Air filter blockage normally closed/Air filter clogging is often
open/Air port malfunction normally closed/malfunctionofcold
dryerusuallyclosed/motor Frequency converter malfunction often
open/ motor Frequency converter malfunction usually closed/Fan

Terminal 5
function：

Remote switch

motor Frequency converter malfunction often open/Fan motor
Frequency converter malfunction normally closed/soft starter
failure is often on
Note: the user can input the switch quantity to the required function
according to the need.

5.1.10

Consumable parameter

Consumable parameters are used to set consumption time.
The user needs to verify the consumables password before viewing or modifying the consumable
parameters.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:

Setting
Menu

initial
value

Oil filter using
time（h）

0000

Oil separator
using time（h）

0000

Air filter using
time（h）

0000

Lubricating oil
using time（h）

0000

Grease using
time（h）

0000

Oil filter MAX
Using time（h）

Function description
Theoilfilterhasbeeninuseforacumulativeperiodoftime,
after replacing the new oil filter, manually clear thezero.
Accumulative use time of the oil separator, replace the new
oil separator, manual cleaning.
Theairfilteraccumulatesthetimeused,afterreplacingthe
new air filter, manually clear the zero.
Thelubricating oil accumulates has used thetime, afterthe
replacement lubricating oil, manually clears zero.
Grease has been used for a cumulative period of time, after
the replacement grease, manual clearance.
1. After the accumulative operating time of the oil filter exceeds the set

2000

value here, the controller warns;
2. Whensetto"0000",preventoilfilterfromwarningfunction.
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Oil separator
MAX Using

1. After the accumulative operating time of the oil separator exceeds the set
2000

time（h）

value here, the controller will warn;
2. Whensetto"0000",thewarningfunctionoftheoilseparator
is prohibited.
1. After the accumulative use time of the air filterexceeds the value set

Air filter MAX
Using time（h）

2000

Lubricating oil
MAX Using time
（h）

2000

Grease MAX
Using time（h）

5.1.11

here, the controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", the air filter warning function is
forbidden.
1. After the accumulative use time of lubricating oil exceeds the value set
here, the controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", the lubricating oil warning function is
prohibited.
1. After the accumulative use time of grease exceeds the value set here, the

2000

controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", prohibit grease warning function.

Frequency converter preset
The frequency converter is preset for setting the frequency converter parameters. User view

or modify the frequency converter preset before the need to verify the frequency converter preset
password.
The main functions and functions are shown in the following table: (take Schneider ATV61
and ATV71 Frequency converter as examples below).

Setting
Menu

initial
value

Function description

2135

Frequency converter Starting command addresses 1.

Frequency
converter name

Start up address
1:

This setting value is the starting value of frequency
Sending data：

0001

converter. For different frequency converters, please refer
to the Frequency converter manual and communication
section.

Boot address 2:

2135

Frequency converter start command addresses 2.
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This setting value is the starting value of frequency
Sending data:

0001

converter. For different frequency converters, please refer
to the Frequency converter manual and communication
section. ).

Stop address:

2135

Frequency converter stop command corresponding
address.
This setting value is the starting value of frequency

Sending data:

0001

converter. For different frequency converters, please refer
to the Frequency converter manual and communication
section. ).

Reset address:

2135

Frequency converter reset command corresponding
address.
This setting value is the starting value of frequency

Sending data:
0001

0001

converter. For different frequency converters, please refer
to the Frequency converter manual and communication
section.

Write frequency
address:

2136

Frequency=

Calculate
value*0001
÷0001

Operating address：

2135

Frequency converter communicates the corresponding
register address of given frequency.
The calculated value is a frequency value with one decimal
place.
For different frequency converters, the formula is converted to
the corresponding data and sent to the frequency converter.
For example: the controller wants the frequency converter.
50HZ to run, the calculated value is 500.
The write frequency value is 2 decimal place frequency
converter: write formula: calculation value is 0010 / 0001;
The write frequency value is 1 decimal frequency converter:
write formula: calculation value / 0 001 / 0001;
For some frequency converters 10000 corresponding to the
maximum output frequency value: write formula: calculation
value of 0020 / 0001.
Read Frequency converter operating state address.
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Operating state=

Date format：

Operating
word AND
0001=0001

8N1-N

Used to determine whether the frequency converter has run the
formula. For details, please refer to the frequency converter
manual, communication section.
Set the data format when the controller communicates with the
frequency converter.
This setting should be consistent with the frequency converter
communication format setting.
8N1-N: one start bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, no check bit;
8N1-E: one start bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, even check bit;
8N1-O: one start bit, eight data bits, one stop bit, odd check bit;
8N2-N: one start bit, eight data bits, two stop bits, no check bits;
Note: in communication with frequency converter, baud rateis
fixed at: 9600.
Reading Frequency converter frequency address.(refer to
Frequency converter manual)

Frequency address

0C82

Frequency
Display=

receive*000
1÷0001

The frequency formula of frequency converter is calculated.
The controller converts the read frequency to 1 decimal place
data.

Voltage address

0C88

Read Frequency converter voltage address.

Voltage Display=

receive*000
1÷0001

Calculate the voltage formula of frequency converter.
The controller converts the read voltage to 1 decimal place data.

Electricity address

0C84

Read Frequency converter electricity address.

Electricity
Display=

receive*000
1÷0001

The formula of frequency converter current is calculated.
The controller converts the read current into 1 decimal place data.

Power address

0C8B

Read Frequency converter Power address.

Power=

receive*1*0
01÷0001

Calculate Frequency converter Power formula.

Malfunction
address

8000

Read Frequency converter malfunction location.

Malfunction state=

Malfunction
receive
value AND
0000≠0000

Emergency stop
address

2135

The address of the Frequency converter stop order.

0001

This setting value is the starting value of frequency converter.
For different frequency converters, please refer to the frequency
converter manual and communication section.

Send date

Whether frequency converter reports failure formula.

5.1.12 Screen calibration
Screen calibration is used to calibrate screen operation accuracy. The user needs to verify the
screen calibration password before entering the screen calibration. When you enter the screen
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calibration interface, click ABCDE, or other pointed tools, in turn, using the fingertip or other
pointed tool. To achieve the desired effect, click OK, the controller restart to save the settings; if
not achieve the desired effect can be clicked to recheck, Recalibrate according to the previous
method until the desired effect is achieved.
5.1.13 Timing pressure
The timing pressure is used to set the timing pressure value. Before the user modifies the
timing pressure parameter, it is necessary to verify the timing pressure password.

The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
Setting
Menu

initial

Functions description

value
When time is between "pressure start time" and "pressure
Loading pressure（MPa)

00.65

end time," the pressure is less than this
setting to load.
When the time is between the pressure start time and thepressure

Unloading pressure（MPa)

00.80

endtime,thepressureishigherthanthis
setting value to unload.
When the time is between "pressure start time" and "pressure
end time", the supply pressure is set when
the Variable Frequency air compressor is running stably.When

Variable Frequency
operating pressure（MPa)

thepressurefluctuatesnearthepressure, the controller adjusts the
00.70

frequency of the frequency converter. Thus, the gas supply
pressure is close to thesetvaluehere.(Thisparameteronlyworks
whenthe machine is set to be mainframe Variable Frequency or
fan Variable Frequency.).

5.1.14

Pressure beginning time

00:00

Pressure end time

00:00

This time is not "00:00"; the above settings are
activated, otherwise prohibited.
Thistimeisnot"00:00",theabovesettingswhenthe
pressure end function activation, otherwise disabled.

Start and stop at regular intervals

The timing start and stop is used to set the time of the timing switch machine for one week, and the
time of the time switch machine can be set by four sections every day.
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Beforetheusermodifiesthe timingstart andstop time,itis necessary toverify the timing start and stop
password.
When the data is set to: 00: 00, the corresponding function does not work.
5.1.15

Historical malfunction

Record the historical malfunction information to facilitate the user to findout the cause of the
malfunction and troubleshoot the peripheral fault.
The controller records up to 100 historical malfunction.
5.1.16

Motor Variable Frequency

Motor VariableFrequencyisusedtosetmotor VariableFrequencyparameters.Before the user modifies
the Variable Frequency parameters of the motor, it is necessary to verify the Variable Frequency
password of the motor.

The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
Menu

Setting
initial

Functions description
When the pressure fluctuates near the pressure, the controller

Motor Variable
Frequency pressure

adjusts the frequency of frequency
00.70

（MPa)

converter, so that the pressure of supply gas is close to the value set
here. (This parameter only works when the motor is variable
frequency or the fan motor is
variable frequency.).
When PID is adjusted, it is used to limit the increment of
the result of each PID operation. To prevent the operation of

Motor rising rate

1000

the air compressor, the
frequency increase too large, resulting in the motor
speed increase too fast.
When PID is adjusted, it is used to limit the reduction of
the result of each PID operation. To prevent the operation of

Motor descent rate

1000

the air compressor, the
frequency is reduced too much, resulting in the motor
speed decline too fast.
Set the rated power of the motor to calculate the actualpowerof
the motor when it is used in the Variable Frequency operation of the

Motor Power（KW)

022.0

motor (this parameter only works when the motor is variable
frequency or the fan
motor is variable frequency).
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When the motor works at the highest frequency, it can be used to
Motor RPM（RPM）

Motor integration
initial value

1500

0080

calculate the actual speed of the motor. (This parameter only works
whenthe motoris variable
frequency or the wind motor is variable frequency.)
When the detection pressure is < (setting the working
pressure-integral range), the integral is calculated with this set
value; When the detection pressure > (set the working pressure
+ integral range), the integral is calculated with this set value.
When operating with Variable Frequency (setting working
pressure-integral range) < detecting pressure < (setting working
pressure + integral range), integral gain plays an important role.

Motor Integral range
（Mpa)

00.05

Variable Frequency
motor Power
Coefficient

0.000

A coefficient for calculating the power of the

Motor Proportional
gain

0025

Track setting work pressure fast, value big tracking fast, easy
to oscillate; value small tracking slow, slow adjustment.

Motor Integral gain

0030

The tracking sets the working pressure fast and slowly and
determines the steady-state error, the value big tracking fast, the
steady-state error small, the value small tracking slowly, the
steady-state error big.

Motor Differential
gain

0000

It is mainly used for lag tracking of large delay systems (such
as temperature etc.), generally not required and set to "0000".

Motor frequency
Upper limit（HZ)

050.0

Maximum operating frequency of air compressor output when
loaded.

Motor frequency
Lower limit（HZ)

030.0

When the pressure exceeds the set working pressure but does
not reach the unloading pressure, the minimum operating
frequency of the output is allowed.

Motor Non-load
frequency（HZ)

025.0

Allowable output Frequency of Air Compressor under
No-load.

Motor Frequency
converter IP

001

Motor PID circle（s）

000.8

Motor Frequency
converter model

ATV61

motor is set.

Set the station number of the motor frequency converter,
this value should be consistent with the frequency converter
communication station number.
Controller interval set time, a PID operation; adjust the speed
of the motor.
The controller can store up to 10 different types of frequency
converter communication address (communication reading
frequency converter parameters, need frequency converter
support MODBUS RTU protocol)
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1. The starting mode of the main frequency converter is to
start and stop the communication.
Slow down: when the factory parameter is set as deceleration,
the controller receives the stop command, the loading valve is
disconnected, the controller sends the deceleration stop
command to the frequency converter, and the frequency
converter slows down according to the set deceleration time.
Free stop: when the stop mode in the factory parameter is set
as free stop, the controller receives the stop command, the
loading valve is disconnected, the controller sends the frequency
write command through 485 communication port, and the
frequency of frequency converter is decreased.
Slow
Motor shutdown mode

shutdown/fr
ee shutdown

Send the stop command to the frequency converter 1 second
before the downtime delay countdown is completed.
2. The starting mode of the main frequency converter is the
starting and stopping time of the terminal.
Slow down: when the stop mode in the factory parameter is
set as deceleration, the controller receives the stop command,
the loading valve is disconnected, the main frequency converter
operation terminal is disconnected, and the frequency converter
slows down according to the set deceleration time.
Free stop: when the stop mode in the factory parameter is set
as free stop, the controller receives the stop order, the loading
valve disconnects, the operating terminal of the main engine
frequency converter remains closed, and the frequency of the
control converter drops.
Disconnect 1 second before downtime delay countdown is
completed.
Communication start and stop: start frequency converter
through RS485 communication. Terminal start and stop: by
switching on and off frequency converter.

Main Frequency
converter Starting
mode

Communicati
on
on-off/port
on-off

Note:
1: the controller setting parameters should be in line with the
frequency converter start and stop mode. 2: when the user needs to
switch Variable Frequency, terminal 12 is used as the input
control terminal of the converter, and the controller can only start
and
stop the converter by means of communication.
After the controller sends the opening command to the frequency

Communication start
Frequency converter
times

converter, it is found that the frequency converter does not execute
06

the running command, and the maximum number of setting times is
repeatedtoopenthe
command.
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Communication stop
Frequency converter
times
Variable Frequency
main motor Electricity
consumption(Kw.H)
Preset main motor
Frequency converter
delay time(S)

After the controller sends the stop command to the frequency
06

converter, it is found that the frequency converter does not
execute the stop command, and the
stop command is sent repeatedly at most.

0000000.0

001.0

Setting up the accumulative power consumption of the mainframe
Variable Frequency operation.

Press start key, delay setting time, send theswitch
on command
The tracking sets the working pressure fast and slowlyand
determinesthesteady-stateerror,thevalue big tracking fast, the

Integral gain2

0000

steady-state error small, the value small tracking slowly, the
steady-state error
big.

Integral gain2
range(MPa)

00.00

Set the integral gain 2 range.
For constant power operation, when the detection pressureis

ConstantPowerpressur
e1(MPa)

0.60

greaterthanorequaltothesetvaluehere, theoutputfrequencyis
allowedtobea"constantpower
frequency 1" setting value at most.
For constant power operation, when the detection pressureis

ConstantPowerpressur
e2(MPa)

ConstantPowerpressur
e3(MPa)

ConstantPowerpressur
e4(MPa)

ConstantPowerpressur
e5(MPa)

ConstantPowerpressur
e6(MPa)

0.70

0.80

greaterthanorequaltothesetvaluehere, theoutputfrequencyis
allowedtobea"constantpower
frequency 2" setting value at most.
For constant power operation, when the detection pressure is
greater than or equal to the set value here, the output frequency
is allowed to be a "constant power frequency 3" setting value at
most.

0.90

For constant power operation, when the detection pressure is
greater than or equal to the set value here, the output frequency
is allowed to be a "constant power frequency 4" setting value at
most.

1.00

For constant power operation, when the detection pressure is
greater than or equal to the set value here, the output frequency
is allowed to be a "constant power frequency5" setting value at
most.

1.10

For constant power operation, when the detection pressure is
greater than or equal to the set value here, the output frequency
is allowed to be a "constant power frequency 6" setting value at
most.
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ConstantPowerpressur
e7 (MPa)

1.20

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy1(HZ)

180.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy2(HZ)

160.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy3(HZ)

140.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy4(HZ)

120.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy5(HZ)

100.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy6(HZ)

80.0

ConstantPowerfrequen
cy7(HZ)

60.0

Integral Coefficient

00.00

Frequency reduction
frequency
Low frequency
downtime delay

For constant power operation, when the detection pressure is
greater than or equal to the set value here, the output frequency
is allowed to be a "constant power frequency 7" setting value at
most.

See note 1 after the table:

000.0

0000

Set to 0 seconds, low frequency function is invalid.

(second)

Note1：Constant Power controlling:
ConstantPowerpressure1<=constantPowerpressure2<=constantPowerpressure3<=constantPower
pressure4<=constantPowerpressure5<=constantPowerpressure6<=constantPowerpressure7
Note2:
ConstantPowerfrequency1>=constantPowerfrequency2>=constantPowerfrequency3>=constantPowerfrequenc
y4>=constantPowerfrequency5>=constantPowerfrequency6>=constantPowerfrequency7

Note 3:
Assuming that M > N, when constant power pressure N is set to 00.00, constant power pressure
M and corresponding constant power frequency M are not effective.
Note 4:
When the user does not need to use the constant power function, the constant power pressure 1
can be set to 00.00MPa.
5.1.17

Fan motor Variable Frequency
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The Variable Frequency of the wind motor is used to set the variable frequency parameters
of the wind motor.
Before the user modifies the variable frequency parameters of the wind motor, it is
necessary to verify the fan motor Variable Frequency password.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below:
Setting
Menu

Functions description

initial
value

Set the exhaust temperature when the air compressor is running
stably. When the exhaust temperature
Fan motor Variable
Frequency temperature

fluctuates near this value, the controller adjusts the frequency of the
0078

（℃）

Frequency converter of the wind motor, so that the exhaust
temperature is close to the set value here. (This parameter only
works when the model is set to be variable frequency of the wind
motor, or
the fan motor is variable frequency.)
Whentheexhausttemperatureisgreaterthanorequal to this value,
the output frequency of the wind motor Frequency converter is

MAX Variable Frequency
temperature（℃）

controlled, which the upper
0085

limit value of the frequency is set in the manufacturer's
parameters. (This parameter only works when the model is set to be
variable frequency of the
wind motor, or the fan motor is variable frequency.)
When PID is adjusted, it is used to limit the increment of the
result of each PID operation. Prevent the wind motor operation, the

Fan motor Rising rate

1000

frequency increase too large, resulting in the wind motor speed
increase too
fast.
When PID is adjusted, it is used to limit the reduction of
the result of each PID operation.

Fan motor Descent rate

1000

In order to prevent theair compressor from running, thefrequency
decreasestoomuch,thiscausesthespeed
of the wind motor to drop too fast.
Settheconstantpowerofthewindmotortocalculate the actual
power of the wind motor when it is used in the Variable Frequency

Fan motor constant
Power(KW)

001.5

operation of the wind motor (thisparameter onlyworkswhenthe
modelissettothe variable frequency of the wind motor or the fan
motor
is variable frequency)
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When the maximum frequency of the wind motor is set, the actual
speed of the motor is calculated when it is used in the Variable
Fan motor constant
RPM(RPM)

1500

Frequency operation of the motor. (This parameter only works when
the model is set to be variable frequency of wind motor or Variable
Frequency
of fan motor).
Whentheexhausttemperatureisgreaterthanthisset value, the

Variable Frequency Fan
motor start（℃）

Variable Frequency Fan
motor stop（℃）

Variable Frequency fan starts. (This parameter only works when
0070

the model is set to be
variable frequency of the wind motor, or the fan motor
is variable frequency.).
When the exhaust temperature is lower than this set value, the
Frequencyconverterwind motorstops.(This

0065

parameter only works when the model is set to be variable
frequencyofwindmotor orVariableFrequency
of fan motor).
When the detection temperature is < (setting the Variable
Frequency working temperature-integral

Fan motor Integral initial
value

0020

range), the integral is calculated with this set value; When the
detection temperature is > (setting Variable Frequency working
temperature + integral range), the

Fan motor Integral range
（℃）
Fan motor Proportional
gain

Fan motor Integral gain

0005

0100

0020

integral is calculated with this set value.
(set Variable Frequency working temperature-integral range)
< Detection temperature < (set Variable Frequency working
temperature + integral range) integral gain function. Outside this
range, the initial value of the integral works.
Track setting working temperature fast, value large tracking
fast, easy to oscillate; value small tracking slow, slow
adjustment.
The tracking setting temperature is fast and slow and the
steady-state error is determined, the value big tracking fast
steady state error is small, the value small tracking is slow, the
steady state error is big.

Fan motor Differential
gain

0000

Generally not, set to "0000".

050.0

During adjustment, the maximum operating frequency of the
output is allowed when the temperature exceeds the Variable
Frequency operating temperature.

Fan motor frequency
Lower limit（HZ)

010.0

During adjustment, the minimum operating frequency of the
output is allowed when the temperature is lower than the
operating temperature of the Variable Frequency.

Variable Frequency Fan
motor Power Coefficient

0.900

Calculation of Power coefficient of variable Frequency Wind
Motor.

Fan motor frequency
Upper limit（HZ)
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Fan motor Frequency
converter IP

002

Set the corresponding wind motor frequency converter
communication station number.

Fan motor PID cycle（s）

001.5

Controller interval set time, a PID operation, adjusts the speed
of the wind motor.

Fan motor Frequency
converter model

ATV31

Select built-in Frequency converter protocol.

Fan motor Frequency
converter Starting mode

Communi
cation
start-stop /
terminal
start - stop

Setting up starting Mode of Wind Motor Frequency converter.

000000.00

Variable frequency wind motor power consumption.

Variable Frequency Fan
motor power consumption
（Kw.H）
Integral Coefficient

5.1.18

00.00

Date

Used to view and set the internal time of the controller.
5.1.19

Operation Authority and password management

The controller provides multiple passwords and permission management, according to different levels
of passwords, different levels of operation permissions, as follows:
19.1 User parameter password: factory settings are: Permissions: allows all
user parameters to be modified.
19.2 Factory parameter password: fixed to:
Permissions: allows all user parameters to be modified.
Allow to modify the basic parameters of the factory parameters, the main motor Variable Frequency
parameters, and wind motor Variable Frequency parameters.
19.3 Calibration code: fixed to:
Permissions: allows all settings in calibration parameters to be modified.
19.4 Co-control parameter passwords:
Permissions: allows all associated parameters to be modified.
19.5 Hardware settings password: fixed to:
Permissions: allows you to modify all settings in the hardware settings parameter.
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19.6 Consumables parameter codes:
Permissions: allows all settings in all consumables parameters to be modified.
19.7 Frequency converter preset password:
Permissions:allowsyoutomodifyallsettingsintheFrequencyconverterpreset parameter.
19.8 Screen calibration code.
Permission: allow screen calibration interface to calibrate click accuracy.
19.9 Timing pressure codes.
Permission: allows all timing pressure parameters to be modified.
19.10 Time start stop password.
Permission: allows modification of all time start and stop parameters.
19.11 Main motor Variable Frequency codes: fixed as:
Permissions: all settings in the main motor Frequency converter are allowed to be modified.
19.12 Fan Variable Frequency code: fixed as:
Permission:allowmodificationofallsettingsinwindmotorFrequencyconverter.
5.2 MAM6080 touch screen debugging instructions
5.2.1

Key instruction
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1. When Air compressor is in standby state，press this to operating Starting Air
compressor.
2. Linkage mode to do the host, communication address for 1, press this key to start the air
compressor, at the same time start the linkage control function.
——Stop：
1. When the air compressor is in operation state, press this key to stop the operation of the air
compressor;
2. When the linkage mode is the main engine, press the stop button to stop the operation of the air
compressor, and at the same time stop the linkage control function.
3. When the equipment is in downtime, long press the stop button to display the
software version information.
Load、unloading/confirm：

——

1. This key acts as the loading and unloading key while the air compressor is running.
2. When setting the mode, press this key to confirm and save the input data;
——Down/decline：
1. When viewing the parameter, press this key to move the scroll bar down;
2. Whenyoumodifydata,pressthiskeytodecrementthecurrentflickerposition data.
——Up/incremental：
2. When viewing Parameters, press this key to move up the scroll bar;
3. When you modify the data, press this key to increment the current flicker position data.
——Shift/enter：
1. When the data is modified, the key acts as the shift key and moves the flashing cursor to the next
data bit;
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2. When the menu is selected, press this key to enter the next level menu of the current menu, if the
current menu does not have the next level menu, then enter the setting mode of the
current menu, and the current menu
data begins to flicker.
—
Back/Reset：

—

1. When setting mode, press this key to exit setting mode.
2. When the argument view mode, press this key to return to the upper menu.
3. When the fault stops, press this button for 5 seconds to reset the fault.
5.2.2

Indicator

Motor Power supply fault

Air filter using time on alert.
Exhaust temperature high-time and exhaust

Oil filter indicator, Oil filters

Oil separator using time on alert.

plugging, using time to early
warning light.

5.2.3

State Display and operation
The Display interface after the unit is turned on is as follows:
Welcome to use.
Screw compressor
View

Delay time5s，Display
Exhaust temperature78 ℃.
Air pressure: 0.53MPa.
Device stopped for 0 seconds.
C16 remote

Main view

Press "move down" to enter the following Menu selection interface:
Operation Parameters
User Parameters
Factory Parameters
Adjust Parameters

First view
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5.2.4

Operation Parameters、Menu

Press the move down button to move the black scroll bar to the run parameters menu, press the
enter key and switch to the next menu:
main

、

Fan

motor

electricity Main, Fan motor
electricity. Total running
time.
Running
time.
Maintain
Parameters

Historical fault.
Date and number of factory.
Field fault.
Communication state

Move the scroll bar to the corresponding menu item, press enter key, check the specific
parameters, such as "main, fan current" moving scroll bar to "main fan current" menu item, press enter
key,switchtothe main andfancurrentvalue interface
Press the return key to return to the parent menu or main screen.
Motor（A） Fan motor（A）
A 50.1

2.1

B 50.1
C 50.1

2.1
2.1

If an interface stops operating after 120 seconds to automatically return to the main interface,
while turning off the backlight indicator.
5.2.5

User Parameters see and change
On the one level menu, press up or Down to move the black scroll bar to the user parameters

menu, press enter key and switch to the following menu:
Pressure、Temperature preset
On/off delay time preset
Operation mode preset
Joint control Parameters
preset

Maintain Parameters reset
MAX using time preset
User password：****
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Move the cursor to "pressure, temperature preset", then press "enter key" to switch to.
Loading pressure：00.62 MPa
：
Unloading
pressure
00.78MPa
Fan motor on temperature ：
0080℃
Fan motor stop temperature：
Navigate the 0075℃
black scroll bar to the load pressure menu, press enter key, and switch to the

following interface to ask for a user password.
Input password
****

After displaying this interface, a flicker bit appears. At this time, the current flicker position data is
modified by pressing the increment key or decreasing key, which is equal to the first data of the
password. Press "shift key" to move the flashing cursor to the next data bit.
Modify the second data that the current flashing data is equal to the password, modify
the third and fourth data according to the above method, andfinallypresstheconfirmationkey
toconfirmtheinput.Afterthesystem verifies that the password is correct, switch to the following
interface:
"*" in the upper right corner, table.
The system has been verified by password
Load Pressure ： 00.62 MPa
*
：
pressure
Unloading
00.78MPa
Fan motor start temperature：
0080℃

Intheinterfaceshownabove,presstheshiftkey,thefirstdatabitunderloading pressure starts to flicker,
the user can press the increment key or the decreasing key, after modifying the current flicker bit data
equal to the target value, press the shift key, Move the flashing cursor to the next data bit, and continue to
modify
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the data equal to the target value according to the above method. After modifying all the data bits, press
the confirmation key to save the user set data. After the parameter is set successfully, the controller
buzzer makes a brief note.
5.2.6

User Parameters table and function
First level Menu

Setting
initial value

Function

00.60MPa

1. Auto load mode, pressure below this value
controller auto load.
2. Standby mode, pressure below this value,
operating conditions are available, controller
starts automatically.

Unloading pressure

00.80MPa

1. The pressure is higher than this value, the
controller is automatically unloaded.
2. The load pressure setting value cannot be
greater than this value, which should be less
than or equal to the unloading high limit.

Fan motor start
temperature

0080℃

When the exhaust temperature is higher than
the value set here, the wind motor runs.

Fan motor stop
temperature

0070℃

When the exhaust temperature is lower than
the value set here, the wind motor stops.

Secondary Menu

Loading pressure

Pressure、
temperature
preset

0008s

Set the starting time of the main motor, when
the main motor starts, during which time, the
overload protection is invalid, in order to avoid
the impulse current when the motor starts.

Fan motor delay
time

0006s

Set the starting time of the wind motor, start
the time when the wind motor starts, during this
time, the overload protection is invalid, in order
to avoid the impulse current when the motor
starts.

Star angle delay
time

0006s

Star angle reduce pressure Starting delay time.

Loading delay time

0002s

After angle operating，delay time loading time.

0600s

The maximum continuous no-load operation
time allowed by the air compressor, after this
time automatically stops.

0010s

When the normal stop, the air compressor
immediately no load operation, no load
operation this setting time after the shutdown.

Main motor delay
time

Start-stop delay
time preset

Non-load delay
time
Shutdown delay
time
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0100s

After the normal stop or the empty car stops
for too long or the malfunction stop, need to
delay the time to set up here before restarting
the air compressor.

Local
/remote

Local mode-remote boot terminal is not
functional, local valid.
Remote mode-- remote start-stop terminal
and local function are available at the same
time.

Auto/handle

Manual mode-the pressure is higher than the
"unloading pressure" automatically unload, the
rest of the case, by the loading and unloading
key control;
Automatic mode-the controller automatically
controls loading and unloading according to the
pressure and the set loading and unloading
pressure;

Communication
mode

Prohibited
/computer/j
oint control

When set to prohibited, communication does
not work. Set to communication, as a slave,
according to the MODBUS protocol to
communicate with the external equipment.
When set for linkage, multiple air
compressors can be operated in a network.

Communication
code

0001

After communication is enabled, the
communication address of this controller

Main
motor/assist
ant motor

Main motor mode-air compressor network
control, this controller is the main motor,
management network from the motor. The main
motor communication address must be 1;
From the motor mode---air compressor
network control, this controller to do slave
motor, by the main motor in the network
control.

Starting delay time

Start/stop mode

Loading mode
Operation mode
preset

Joint control state

Joint control
Parameters
preset
Rotation time

0099h

The main motor pressure is between "linkage
loading" and "linkage unloading" pressure.
There is a machine running and a machine
stopping in the network. This situation lasts this
setting time at one time, and the main motor
dispatches and rotates.

Joint control
numbers

0000

The number of air compressors in the joint
control network.
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00.65MPa

When the main motor pressure is lower than
the set pressure, find a machine from the control
network to load or start up.

00.75MPa

When the pressure of the main motor is
higher than the pressure set here, find a machine
to unload or stop from the joint control network.

0050s

The time during which the main motor
continuously sends the control command during
the operation of the joint control.

Oil filter

0000h

The oil filter accumulates the usage time,
after replacing the new oil filter, manually clears
the zero.

Oil separator

0000h

Accumulative use time of the oil separator,
replace the new oil separator, manual cleaning.

0000h

The air filter accumulates the time used, after
replacing the new air filter, manually clear the
zero.

0000h

The lubricating oil accumulates the usage
time, after replacing the lubricating oil, in the
manual clearing zero.

Grease

0000h

Grease has been used for a cumulative period
of time, after replacing the grease, in manual
clearance.

Belt

0000h

Belt accumulative usage time; replace the
new belt after manual clearance.

Joint pressure lower
limit
Joint pressure upper
limit
Joint control delay
time

Air filter
Maintenance
Parameters reset
Lubricating oil

Oil filter

MAX Using
time preset

Oil separator

Air filter

9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of the oil
filter exceeds the set value here, the controller
warns;
2. When set to "0000", the oil filter warning
function is forbidden.

9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of the oil
separator exceeds the value set here, the
controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", the warning function
of oil separator is forbidden.

9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of the air
filter exceeds the value set here, the controller
warns;
2. When set to "0000", the air filter warning
function is forbidden.
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9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of
lubricating oil exceeds the value set here, the
controller warns;
When set to "0000", the lubricating oil
warning function is prohibited.

9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of grease
exceeds the value set here, the controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", prohibit grease
warning function.

Belt

9999h

1. After the accumulative use time of belt
exceeds the value set here, the controller warns;
2. When set to "0000", the belt warning
function is prohibited

English

English

Display English

Lubricating oil

Grease

Language

User password

5.2.7

****

****

A modifiable user password; can be reset with
an old user password or a manufacturer's
password.

Vendor parameter view and modification

The manufacturer's parameters are used to store the relevant data set by the air
compressor manufacturer, to view the manufacturer's parameters, and to verify the
manufacturer's password. In the first level menu, press "move up key" or "move down
key" to move the black scroll bar to the "factory parameter" menu.
Press enter key and switch to the following interface:
Input password
****

After the user enters the correct factory password, after the verification is successful, switch to the
factory parameter interface as follows:

Shutdown
00.90MPa
Unloading
00.85MPa

pressure
high

：

limit ：

Operating time：001234H
Loading time：001001H

Motor electricity：100.0A
Fan motor electricity：010.0A
warning ：
Temperature
0105℃.
temperature
Exhaust
shutdown：0110
℃
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………

More factory parameters can be found in the factory parameter table. The method of modifying the
factory parameter is the same as the user parameter. The factory parameter "running time", "phase
sequence protection", "frequency selection" and "time limit" need to be modified by super password.
5.2.8

Parameters table and function
Parameters

Setting initial value

Function

Main motor
electricity

Motor MAX load
value╱1.2

The current of the main motor is more than 1.2 times of
the set value. (See Table 2.1.1 for overload characteristics.)

Fan motor
electricity

Fan motor MAX
load value╱1.2

The current of wind motor is more than 1.2 times of the
set value.

Temperature
warning

105℃

Warning if exhaust temperature is higher than this set
temperature.

Exhaust
temperature

110℃

Failure stop when exhaust temperature is higher than this
set temperature.

Shutdown
pressure

01.00MPa

When the gas supply pressure is higher than this set
pressure, the fault stops.

Unloading high
limit

0.80MPa

This is the maximum "unload pressure" in the user
parameter, and the unloading pressure ≤ set here.

Running time

000100h

Modify the total operating time of the air compressor.

Load time

000095h

Modify the total load time of the air compressor.

Historical
malfunction reset

****

Enter "8888" and, after confirmation, clear the history of
the failure.
When the maximum phase current and the minimum
phase current are ≥ 1 +, the unbalanced protection action

Electricity
imbalance

0006

Fault phase
protection

002.0S

Date

****.**.**

Air compressor date.

Code

********

Air compressor code.

Phase-sequence
protection

Prohibition / opening

Frequency

50Hz/60Hz

stops. Set ≥ 15:00, no unbalanced protection.
When the off phase protection time is set ≥ 20 seconds,
the phase off protection function is forbidden.

Used to select whether the phase-sequence protection
function works.
Select the frequency of the air compressor power supply.
(This parameter affects the sampling current value
calculated by the controller, and the actual current value is
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1.2 times different from the controller's display value when
the setting is incorrect.).

Joint control
mode

0410V

1. When the detection voltage of the controller is higher
than the set value, the stop protection and the reported
voltage are too high.
2. When set to 0000, the high voltage function is invalid.

0350V

1. When the detection voltage of the controller is lower
than the set value, the stop protection and the reported
voltage are too low.
2. When set to 0000, the low voltage function is invalid.

-0005℃

1. Stop state, temperature is lower than this value, do not
allow boot.
2. 2 Minutes after boot, temperature is lower than this
value, fault stop, indicating temperature sensor failure.

0000h

1. When set to 0000, the time span function does not
work.
2. The accumulative running time of the air compressor
is larger than the setting time here, and when it is in the
downtime state, it will report the "wrong use" shutdown.

0010h

When the air compressor is in the downtime state, the
controller detects the oil filter, oil separator, air filter,
lubricating oil, grease, belt service time exceeding its
maximum use time plus the setting time here, report
"warning too long" downtime.

Community
preset Parameters

On
/Off

1. When set to open, the controller allows the upper
computer to set parameters through MODBUS protocol.
2. Set to turn off controller does not allow upper
computer to set parameters through MODBUS protocol.
3. Through the upper computer to modify the parameters,
the air compressor is in the state of the equipment has been
stopped.

Parameters1

****

Modifiable manufacturer's password.

Voltage high

Voltage low

Low temperature
protection

Time limit

Pre-warning

5.2.9

Advanced /
compatible

When it is set to compatible mode, the joint control mode
is compatible with the other type of controller of our
company. When it is combined with the MAM8*0
controller, it can be set as the advanced mode, and the joint
control function is more powerful.

Adjustment parameters
The adjustment parameters are used to set the controller related data and do not allow

unauthorized users to view and modify.
The user needs to verify the adjustment password before viewing the adjustment
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parameters.
The adjustment parameter modification operation method is the same as the user parameter
modification method.
The main functions and functions are shown in the table below：

Motor
A
phase

Motor
B
phase

Motor
C
phase

Fan motor
A
phase

Fan motor

Standard
electricity

0000

1. It is used to calibrate the A phase currentof the motor. After the
standard current value is input, the controller automatically calculates
the current coefficient and saves it to complete the current calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating the current, the input coefficient.
Controller display current value = sampling value × coefficient

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value

Standard
electricity

0000

1. It is used to calibrate the B phase current of the motor. After the
standard current value is input, the controller automatically calculates
the current coefficient and saves it to complete the current calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.
When calibrating the current, the input coefficient. Controller
display current value = sampling value × coefficient

Coefficient

1.000

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value

Standard
electricity

0000

1. It is used to calibrate the C phase current of the motor. After the
standard current value is input, the controller automatically calculates
the current coefficient and saves it to complete the currentcalibration.

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating the current, the input coefficient.
Controller display current value = sampling value × coefficient.

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value.

Standard
electricity

0000

1. It is used to calibrate the A phase current of wind motor. After
input standard current value, the controller automatically calculates the
current coefficient and saves it to complete the current calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating the current, the input coefficient.
Controller display current value = sampling value × coefficient

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value

Standard

0000

2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.

1. It is used to calibrate the B phase current of wind motor. After
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B
phase

electricity

Fan motor
C
phase

input standard current value, the controller automatically calculates the
current coefficient and saves it to complete the current calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating the current, the input coefficient.
Controller display current value = sampling value × coefficient

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value

Standard
electricity

0000

1. It is used to calibrate the C phase current of wind motor. After
input standard current value, the controller automatically calculates the
current coefficient and saves it to complete the current calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard current value is
automatically returned to zero.

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating the current, the input coefficient.
Controller display current value = sampling value × coefficient

Current
electricity

***.*A

Current real-time electricity value

0000℃

1. It is used to calibrate the exhaust temperature. After input the
standard temperature value, the controller automatically calculates the
temperature coefficient and saves it to complete the temperature
calibration.
2. After the calibration is completed, the standard temperature value
is automatically returned to zero.

Standard temperature

Input coefficient when calibrating temperature.
The controller displays the temperature value (sampling temperature
value-zero point) × coefficient

Coefficient

1.000

Zero

0010℃

Compensate for hardware zero deviation.

Current temperature

****℃

Current real-time temperature value.

00.00MPa

1. Used to calibrate standard pressure. After input of standard pressure
value, the controller automatically calculates pressure coefficient and
saves it to complete pressure calibration.
After calibration is completed, the standard pressure value is
automatically returned to zero.

Standard pressure

Coefficient

1.000

When calibrating pressure, input coefficient.
Controller display pressure value = sampling pressure value ×
coefficient.

Zero

00.02MPa

Current pressure

**.**
MPa

Standard voltage

0000V

When the gas supply pressure is less than the value set here, it is
displayed as 0.00MPa.
Current real-time pressure value.
1. It is used to calibrate the standard voltage. After the standard
voltage value is input, the controller automatically calculates the
standard voltage coefficient and saves it to complete the calibration of
the standard voltage.
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Automatic return to zero of standard voltage after calibration is
completed

5.2.10

Coefficient

1.000

Select DEBUG mode -current display value for real-time sampling
value.
When selecting the WORK mode --current display value as the
multiple average calibration voltage, the input coefficient is obtained.
Controller display voltage = sampling pressure x coefficient.

Current voltage

****V

Current real-time voltage value.

CURR MODE

DEBUG/
WORK

Select DEBUG mode -current display value for real-time sampling
value.
Select the -WORK mode -current display value is multiple averages.

LED NUM

3LED/5L
ED

Set the number of LED lights.
860, 870 3LED880 5LED.

Operation authority and password management
The controller provides multiple passwords and permission management, according to
different levels of passwords, different levels ofoperation permissions, as follows:
1、User operator password：fixed for the following：

Permissions:allowtomodifyloadingpressure,unloadingpressure,fanmotorstart temperature, fan motor
stop temperature, start and stop mode, loading mode, communication mode, communication code
and linkage related parameters.
2、User password: factory set to：
Permissions: allows all user parameters to be modified.
3、Manufacturer sales password: factory set to：
Permissions: allow to modify all user parameters, user passwords, and some manufacturer parameters,
manufacturer sales passwords.
4、the factory password: fixed for the following：

Permissions:

allow all user parameters, user passwords, and some manufacturer parameters, manufacturer sales
passwords to be modified.
5、Calibration password: fixed for the following：

Permissions:

allows modification of current-related settings in adjusting
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parameters.
6、the factory super password::
Permissions ： factory parameters in the "run time", "phase protection", "frequency selection"
and "time limit" requires the user to enter the factory parameters, again verify the super password
before modification.

6.0 Maintenance

and inspection

6.1 Specification and maintenance of Lubricating Oil
6.1.1 Specification for Lubricating Oil and recommended Oil
Lubricating oil has a decisive effect on the performance of micro-oil screw machine. If used
incorrectly or wrongly, it will result in serious damage to compressor body.
Advice: please use special advised high grade lubricating oil of QuanWei screw air
compressor to ensure the service life of the main engine.
6.1.2 Reasons for affecting the time of oil exchange
1) Poor ventilation, Environmental temperature too high.
2) High humidity environment and rainy season.
3) Dusty environment.
4) Different oil mixture.
6.1.3 Oil exchange steps
1) The air compressor is operated to increase the oil temperature and facilitate the discharge.
Then press the "O" button and stop running.
2) open the relief valve, when there is pressure, the speed of oil discharge is fast, but easy to
spray out, should be opened slowly, so as not to splash the lubricating oil.
3) After the lubricating oil is cleared, close the drain valve and open the refueling port to inject
new oil. Note that all lubricating oils in the system must be cleaned, such as pipelines, coolers, oil
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and gas drums, etc.
4) Add new oil
6.1.4 Matters needing attention in the use of Lubricating Oil
1) If the micro-oil screw air compressor is used for the first time, it is difficult to determine the
time of oil exchange. After 1000 hours of oil use, the oil samples can be sent back to our company
for oil testing to determine the quality of lubricating oil. Then repeat it every 1000 hours. After a
few times, the period of oil exchange of the air compressor can be determined without wasting oil.
2) Never allow the lubricating oil to exceed the service life of the oil, and the oil should be
replaced on time, otherwise, the quality of the oil will decline and the lubricity will be poor, which
will easily cause the phenomenon of high temperature tripping, and at the same time, the ignition
point and the oxidation resistance of the oil will decline. It is also easy to form oil spontaneous
combustion and the event of air compressor burning.
3) After two years of operation, the air compressor had better do a "system cleaning" with
lubricating oil. The method is to replace the lubricating oil immediately after the air compressor has
been running for 6-8 hours when the new lubricating oil is replaced. The residual organic
components of the original system can be cleaned, and more lubricating oil can have a better
service life.
6.2 Replacement of belts
If the belt is used for too long, for more than 20000 hours, or for
serious wear, the belt shall be replaced:
1) When changing belts, all belts should be replaced in one place, and
only one belt should not be replaced, otherwise the tension will be
unbalanced.
2) Be careful not to splash the lubricating oil on the belt or pulley.
6.3 Pressure system adjustment
1) System pressure adjustment
System pressure has been set before the factory; generally do not
need to adjust. Unloading and loading pressures can be modified in user parameters within the
controller.
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2)

The air quantity regulation system (referring to the above control system) if the customer uses

the air quantity of the system is smaller than the air supply quantity of the air compressor, then the
air quantity regulation system can automatically adjust the air supply quantity of the air compressor.
①Set the pressure of the pressure stabilizer valve makes the system before the pressure rise to
reduce the load pressure, a small amount of air will enter the servo cylinder of the intake valve
through the steady pressure valve to push the butterfly valve, and begin to adjust the air volume.
The setting pressure of the pressure-stabilized valve can be determined by the air volume used in
the field.
②If the air volume is adjusted, the locking nut of the steady pressure valve will be loosened, the
counterclockwise rotation of the handle of the steady pressure valve will reduce the setting pressure,
and the clockwise rotation will increase the set pressure. After setting, tighten the lock nut.
③If you do not need to adjust the volume of air, you can turn the steady pressure valve
clockwise to the limit and lock it.
6.4 Adjustment of safety valves
The discharge pressure of the relief valve is generally set to be higher than the exhaust pressure
of 0.1 Mpa. It has been adjusted well before leaving the factory, so it is not necessary to readjust it.
If you have to adjust the exhaust pressure of the relief valve for other reasons, you can relax the
locking nut above the relief valve, and then adjust the adjustment screw. If you rotate clockwise,
the exhaust pressure will increase, and the pressure set will decrease if you rotate counterclockwise.
After setting the discharge pressure, tighten the locking nut.
6.5 Replacement steps of oil separator
1)

After the air compressor stops, the air outlet is closed and the drain valve is opened to confirm

that the system is free of pressure.
2)

Disconnect the pipeline above the oil barrel and remove the pressure maintenance valve outlet

to the cooler.
3)

Remove the fixing bolts above the oil and gas barrel.

4)

Take away the upper cover of the oil and gas barrel and expose all the filter elements on the

barrel body.
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5)

Remove the oil fine separation filter and replace it with a new oil

fine separation filter.
6)

Packing oil and gas barrels in reverse order of disassembly.

7)

Attention should be paid to the replacement of oil fine separation

filter elements, to prevent unclean articles from falling into the oil barrel,
so as not to affect the operation of the air compressor.
6.6 Replacement and inspection of air filters
Only when the screw compressor stops running and releases the
pressure can it be inspected and operated!
Never run a screw compressor without an air filter (without the filter, even running for a
while, can cause a great deal of damage to the machine!!!
The clogged air filter must be cleaned or replaced by the maintenance time.
Check the dust in the air filter at least once a week.
Inspection should be conducted on a daily basis when necessary.
During maintenance, be careful not to let dirt into the clean side of the air filter.
6.6.1 Maintenance of air filters
Air filters must be cleaned intermediate or replaced with new air filter cores (see guidelines for
intermediate cleaning).
6.6.2 Intermediate cleaning of air filters
Do not wash in the middle more than five times.
If the air filter core has been damaged or has been cleaned five times in the middle, it must be
replaced.
Carefully clean the filter to avoid damaging the filter material and ensure that dirt is not allowed
into the clean end of the filter.
The air filter element must be replaced after 500h operation of the new machine; later, in the
normal industrial environment, the replacement period is 4000 hours.
An intermediate cleaning of the air filter by using compressed air to blow through.
The following points must be observed in the use of air to wash air filters:


Wear protective glasses and masks.
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Compressed air pressure must not exceed 0.5Mpa.



The air filter is blown through from the inside and out, so that the dust scale is obviously
reduced.



Intermediate cleaning by washing method.
Never use gasoline; Alkali solution; hot liquid cleaning.
Rinse as fellows:



Put the air filter in warm water with a special non-foam cleaner and stir it.



Dry air filter.



Air filters should not be installed when wet.

6.6.3 Check the damage to the air filter
Before installing a cleaned air filter, it must be placed in front of a bright light source (portable
lamp) and checked strictly for cracks, holes and other damage. At the same time, the airtight should
also be checked.
6.6.4 Duration of replacement of filters and separators
Operating conditions (such as coolant temperature), operation mode and intake quality (such as
dust content, impurity gas such as SO2, solvent steam, etc.) to filter (air filter, oil filter, etc.), the
service life of the separator has a great influence.
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7.0 Maintenance and troubleshooting
7.1 Routine Maintenance
7.1.1 Daily or before each operation; such as before the boot check. (Please refer to
the preceding section)
7.1.2. Operation of the new machine for 500 hours:
1) Oil filter.
2) The air filter core is removed and cleaned, and the compressed air below 0.2MPa
is blown clean from the inside to the outside.
3) Replacement of lubricants.
7.1.3 Every 1000 hours of operation:
1) Check the intake filter core or replace it.
7.1.4 For every 2000 hours or 6 months of operation:
1) Checking the lines of each department.
2) Inspect the lubricating oil and determine whether it is effective or replaced.
3) Inspect the oil mirror and remove the cleaning.
7.1.5 For every 3000 hours or year of operation:
1) Clean inlet and emptying valves.
2) Check three-phase solenoid valve.
3) Inspection of pressure maintenance valves.
4) Remove the cooler and clean the inner pipe with the external dust.
5) Replace air filter, oil filter, oil separator or filter element.
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6) Replacement of lubricants.
7) The motor is lubricated with grease.
8) Check the movement of the contact.
9) Check that the voltage-differential switches are working properly.
7.1.6 Every 20000 hours or 4 years:
1) Check the body bearing and oil seal or replace.
2) Measuring motor insulation should be above 1m Ω.
7.2 Additional form ：malfunction shooting table

Project

（1）

Malfunction situation

Unable to start
(electrical failure
primarily)

（2）

High running current,
compressor tripping.

（3）

Operating electricity
below normal

Malfunction cause
1. Fuse burn.
2. Protective relay action.
3. Starting relay fault.
4. Bad contact with starting
button.
5. Voltage is too low.
6. Motor fault.
7. Body fault.
8. Under-phase protector relay
action.
9. Pressure or temperature
sensor breakage

Solution method
1. Please replace the electrical personnel.
2. Please replace the electrical personnel.
3. Please replace the electrical personnel.
4. Please replace the electrical personnel.
5. Please replace the electrical personnel.
6. Please replace the electrical personnel.
7. Manual body, if you can not turn, please
takes a phone call to us.
8. Check power cord and contacts.
9. Troubleshooting or replacing after checking
field faults in operation parameters.

Voltage is too low.
Exhaust pressure is too high.
Incorrect specification of
Lubricating oil or ageing
thickening.
Oil separator clogging (high
lubricating oil pressure).
Compressor mainframe fault

Electrical personnel please.
Check the pressure, such as exceeding the set
pressure; check the set value and pressure
sensor.
Replace new oil.
Replace oil separator.
If you can not turn, please contact Quan Wei
Company Service Unit

1. Too much air consumption

Check the consumption and increase the
compressor if necessary.
Clean or replace.

(the pressure runs below the
set value).
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2. Air filters clogging.
3. The intake valve is not fully
open.
4. Improper adjustment of

Check servo cylinder, three-phase solenoid
valve, and pipeline.
Reset adjustment.
Check and adjust.

pressure-stabilizing valve
(tolerance valve).
5. The belt is too loose and
the speed is lower.

Too much cooling water. Low

（4）

Exhaust temperature
below normal (below
75℃)

ambient temperature. No load
for too long.
Temperature sensor shows
bias.
Temperature control valve
failure

Insufficient amount of
lubricating oil.
Insufficient cooling water.

（5）

High exhaust
temperature, air
compressor
self-tripping, fault
display exhaust high
temperature (above
the set value of
110 ℃)

Cooling water temperature
rising.
High ambient temperature.
Oil cooler blockage.
Incorrect specification of
lubricating oil.
Temperature control valve
failure.
The air filter is not clean.
Oil filters blocking.
Cooling fan fault.
Intake pre-filtration blockage

（6）

The air is high in
oil. Lubricating oil
adding period is
shortened, no load
time and space filter
smoke

Oil level is too high. Low
exhaust pressure.
Air intake valve check
function failure.
Oil separator breakage.
Pressure maintenancevalve
springfatigueorsealring

Adjust the gate valve of cooling water to
reduce the amount of cooling water. For
example, the fan can be turned on and the
temperature of the fan can be raised by using
the air-cooled cooler.
Reset the pressure to a high stop time.
Replace the temperature sensor.
Replacement of temperature control valve.
If the oil level is below "L", please stop to
refuel to "H".
Check the temperature difference between the
inlet and outlet pipes...
Check the inlet temperature.
Increase exhaust air and reduce room
temperature.
Check the inlet and outlet tubing temperature
difference, normal temperature difference is
more than 5 ℃, if less than 5 ℃, the oil cooler
may be blocked, removed and cleaned with
medicament.
Check the oil number and replace the oil,
please refer to Section 6-1.
Check if the oil is cooled by the oil cooler, and
if not, replace the temperature control valve.
Clean the air filter with low pressure air.
Replace the oil filter.
Replace cooling fan.
Remove the cleaning.
Check that the oil surface is placed side by
side between H and L.
Check exhaust pressure and adjust it if
necessary.
Check the intake valve and replace it if
necessary.
Replace something new.
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failure.
Failure of return
throttling check valve.
7. Incorrectspecification
of lubricating oil
1. Three-phase solenoid valve
failure.
2. Intelligent controller failure.
3. Air intake valve bad
operation.
4. Poor operation of pressure
maintenance valve.
5. Valve fault.
6. Intake valve servo cylinder
clogged.
7. Control pipeline leakage

（7）

（8）

Cannot empty the
unit, the gauge
pressure still
maintains the
working pressure or
continues to rise, the
safety valve
movement

（9）

Compressor air
volume below normal
value

Air intake valve bad
operation.
Discharge solenoid valve
failure.
Servo cylinder
diaphragm breakage.
Pressure sensor failure
1. Intake filter blockage.
2. Air intake valve bad
operation.
3. Poor operation of pressure
maintenance valve.
4. Oil separator clogging.
5. Drain valve leakage.
6. The setting of the stabilizer
valve is wrong.
7. Increase in the amount of
gas used by the user or leakage

（10）

Frequent empty and
heavy unit

1. Pipeline leakage.
2. Pressure differential setting
is too small.
3. Air consumption instability.
4. The air supply port is
provided with a pipeline check
valve

Update spring or seal ring.
Replace something new.
Please refer to Section 6-1 for oil number check
and oil replacement.

Replace something new.
Replace something new.
Remove and clean and add lubricating grease.
Remove check seat and check disc for wear,
Check to see if the valve is clogged.
Inspection, disassembly, cleaning.
Check leak location and lock

Remove and clean and add lubricating
grease.
Maintenance and replacement if necessary.
Overhaul and replacement.
Replacement

1. Clean or replace.
2. Remove and clean and add lubricating
grease.
3. Remove check seat and check disc for wear,
Such as wear replacement, such as spring
fatigue replacement.
4. Overhaul and replace if necessary.
5. Overhaul and replace if necessary.
6. Check and replace if necessary.
Eliminate leakage or increase compressor.
1. Check the leak location and lock.
2. Reset (general pressure difference is
0.15-0.2MPa).
3. Increase the capacity of gas storage tanks.
4. Demolition
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（11）

Oil fogs from during
downtime.
Air filter coming out

1. Intake valve leakage.
2. Heavy stop.
3. Three-phase solenoid valve
bad operation.
4. Electrical line error.
5. Pressure maintenance valve
leakage.
6. Discharge valve
un-discharged

1. Overhaul and replace if necessary.
2. Check that the intake valve is jammed, if
stuck, remove the cleaning and lubricate the
grease.
3. Check and replace if necessary.
4. Please replace the electrical personnel.
5. Overhaul and replace if necessary.
6. Check the discharge valve and replace it if
necessary.

8.0 Performance parameters
8.1 Performance parameters

Performance parameters table

QWL-10
A

QWL-15A

QWL-20A

QWL-30A

QWL-40A

QWL-50A

QWL-60A

1.1/0.8

1.6/0.8

2.2/0.8

3.5/0.8

5.0/0.8

6.1/0.8

7.7/0.8

0.8/1.3

1.2/1.3

1.7/1.3

2.9/1.3

3.9/1.3

5.1/1.3

5.9/1.3

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

Air
cooling
≤
Environ
Exhaust
mental
temperature（℃） temperat
ure+15
℃
Lubricating oil
6
/L
Belt/Dire
ct
Driving mode
connecti
on
380V/3p
Power supply
hase/50
HZ

Air
cooling

Air
cooling

Air
cooling

Air
cooling

Air
cooling
≤
Environ
mental
temperat
ure+15
℃

Air
cooling
≤
Environ
mental
temperat
ure+15
℃

20

20

Model
Exhaust volume
/ pressure
(m3/min)/MPA
Environmental
temperature
（℃）
cooling mode

≤
≤
≤
Environm Environ
Environ
ental
mental
mental
temperatu temperat temperat
re+15℃ ure+15℃ ure+15℃
8
Belt/Dire
ct
connectio
n

8

Belt/Dire
ct
connecti
on
380V/3p
380V/3ph
hase/50H
ase/50HZ
Z

≤
Environm
ental
temperatu
re+15℃

12

12

Belt/Dire
ct
connectio
n
380V/3p
hase/50H
Z

Belt/Dire
ct
connectio
n

Belt/Dire Belt/Dire
ct
ct
connecti connecti
on
on
380V/3p 380V/3p
380V/3ph
hase/50H hase/50H
ase/50HZ
Z
Z
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Power（KW）

7.5

11

15

Y-△
Y-△
Starting/
Starting/
Variable
Variable
Frequenc
Frequenc
y
y Starting
Starting

Starting mode

Length
（mm）
Width
Size
（mm）
High
（mm）
Weight
（KG）
Out port
diameter

Y-△
Starting/
Variable
Frequenc
y
Starting

22

30

37

Y-△
Y-△
Y-△
Starting/
Starting/ Starting/V
Variable
Variable
ariable
Frequenc
Frequenc Frequenc
y
y Starting y Starting
Starting

45
Y-△
Starting/
Variable
Frequenc
y
Starting

900

1150

1150

1350

1350

1550

1550

650

800

800

850

850

1000

1000

1015

1135

1135

1130

1130

1330

1330

240

400

410

630

680

850

880

G1”

G1”

G1”

G1”

G1”

G1 1/2”

G1 1/2”

Performance parameters table（Continue）
Model

QWL-75A

QWL-100A

QWL-120A

QWL-150A

QWL-175A

QWL-200A

QWL-250A

Exhaust volume
/ pressure
(m3/min)/MPA
Environmental
temperature
（℃）

10.0/0.8

13.3/0.8

15/0.8

20/0.8

23/0.8

26/0.8

31/0.8

7.5/1.3

9.8/1.3

12.3/1.3

15/1.3

18/1.3

20/1.3

25/1.3

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

-5～+45

Air
cooling
≤
Environ
mental
temperat
ure+15℃

Air
cooling
≤
Environm
ental
temperatu
re+15℃

Air
cooling
≤
Environme
ntal
temperatur
e+15℃

Lubricating
oil/L

50

Driving mode

Direct
connecti
on

Cooling mode
Exhaust
temperature
（℃）

Air cooling

Air cooling Air cooling

≤
Environme
ntal
temperatur
e+15℃

≤
Environme
ntal
temperatur
e+15℃

≤
Environme
ntal
temperatur
e+15℃

Air
cooling
≤
Environm
ental
temperatu
re+15℃

50

55

60

60

67

67

Direct
connectio
n

Direct
connection

Direct
connection

Direct
connection

Direct
connectio
n

Direct
connection
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Power supply

380V/3p
hase/50H
Z

380V/3ph
ase/50HZ

380V/3pha
se/50HZ

380V/3pha
se/50HZ

380V/3pha
se/50HZ

380V/3ph
ase/50HZ

380V/3pha
se/50HZ

Power （KW）

55

75

90

110

132

150

185

Starting mode

Y-△
Starting/
Variable
Frequenc
y
Starting

Y-△
Starting/V
ariable
Frequency
Starting

Y-△
Starting/Va
riable
Frequency
Starting

Y-△
Starting/Va
riable
Frequency
Starting

1975

1975

1975

2450

2450

2540

2900

2170

2170

2170

1600

1600

1640

1960

1610

1610

1610

1720

1720

1860

2000

1750

1820

1930

2600

2800

2900

3500

G2”

G2”

G2”

DN80

DN80

DN80

DN80

Length
（mm）
Width
Size
（mm）
High
（mm）
Weight
（KG）
Out port
diameter

Y-△
Y-△
Starting/Va Starting/V
riable
ariable
Frequency Frequency
Starting
Starting

Y-△
Starting/V
ariable
Frequency
Starting

8.2 Contour diagram

8.2.1 10A Contour diagram
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8.2.2 QWL-15A/20A

8.2.3 QWL-30A/40A
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8.2.4 QWL-50A/60A
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8.2.5 QWL-75A/100A
80

8.2.6 QWL-150A/175A
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9.0 Circuit diagram
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9.1 MAM-860/880 Circuit diagram

9.2 MAM-890 Circuit diagram
83

9.3 MAM-6080 Circuit diagram
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Screw Air Compressor operation record tale
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date
project
1. Oil and gas barrel level
2. Oil and gas barrel level
Δ P indication
3. Oil filter Δ P
indication
4. Oil separator Δ P
indication
5. Operation electricity
(A)
6. Operation voltage

(V)

7. Exhaust pressure
(Kg/cm2G)
8. Exhaust temperature（Co）
9. Operation hour
Record person
Remark

The company has the right to improve the products, not the obligation to
modify and improve the products. Please understand!

TAIWAN QUANWEI MACHINERY CO.，LTD.
Tel: 886-07-749-2151-3
Website: www.chiwai.com
TEL: 400-6014-677
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